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, ,.... ,STUDENT NEWSPAPER o.f'THE NATIONAL LAW CENTER-';;'~-~,"', 5';; ::;;j.:,~j;;'\;
., ·THEGEORGEWASHIN.GTONUNIVERSITY,' -' '
'This"c·Issue'·Ded~cated'.t():ADme8ty .Inter'national'
, . ,
';-'.- i
; Vol. 9 NO"4
',' byRobinHernu.-n- , :" 'version, introduced py'Senator
"'C':';" <, ': Edward·, Brooke;- uses less
,Once agafuawomah's right to restrictive language . which
- . . 'c', ': choose whether or not to bear ' allows medicaid funded abortions ,
proceeds for amass burialin a "Literally'the eleventh.hour," Children ~ being'challenged.The incases of rape or incest and
cheaper location in a com.mon . said Professor Sirulnik, "When I Supreme Court first articulated .' when. considered "medically
.A .elinical. project begun four grave. ," . . first heard the background to·the~: thisrightm 1973 and has since necessary" by a physician. Ithas
years ago under Law 579,Clinical - When The Community: Legal .case,' and reviewedsomeOfthe;·affirmed it time and.time gain. been estimated that the medical
Studies in Urban Law, scored a Clinic came into, the picture in earlier pleadings,' I didn't think ,The Congress is nowaUemptingnecessity, clause would Provide .
· significant and decisive victory December of, 1973, the trustees an army of lawyers could have; to prevent millions, of women coverage for approximately 90,
in the U.S-,-Court of Appeals for .had already obtained the turned the thing around," The "fromexercising it.·.. .~;.> percent of thewomencurrenUy
the District of Columbia Circuit necessary court order to disinter Clinic reached a decision to at '''' The Hyde' Amendment; eligible for .medtcaid-tunded
early last month. In a unanimous . the bodies buried there. They had 'leastmake some effort to assist currently.betorea House-Senate abortionS. : . . -; ....
decision,thethr:ee--:judge panel received Court authorization to the Afro-AmericanBicente'nnial.conference com!Di~tee, for~ids,' OnThursday; Nov'einber 10, ,the
upheld the 1974 U .S.District sell the property and had lined up Corporationarid the several other the ~e ofmedicald'funds~or Womens'Rights Organization
Court decision of Judge,Oliver' a developer who would purchase community groups. who 'wereaborbons except to save the life sponsored a -Ietter writing
Gasch, which amounted' to a the land at an agreeable price opposed.Tora variety of reason,Qf the: woman. Thisprovis}on.campaign tO,urge Congress to
. virtual eleventh hour reprieve for 'and were petitioning the Court for to the developmentaf the site. . effectively cuts off a Con- defeat the Hvde Amendment and
.the clients represented by the what": , everyone 'concerned comniercially.,,~, ,.stitutionalright \ by preventing out of-alack of realistic alter:
.Commuuity Legal Cllnic and ·I·t'.s thought would be pro forma ..lIore on"pa'ge'4" poor women from o.btaining legal ' 'M '9 .- ' . . ' ... ' '. ., , •.andsafe abortions. The Senate or~ onpage,director, Professor EricS. 'approval of Ute sales agreemen~. .
~fu:::~~::~:JEreE''De"!!lnstra~i()n'T~d,:,x
historic~l Mount Zion Cemetery ."
in Georgetown from the byStephenReimer"···· ShortIyther~fter(~ut naturally }ielpIIUinage th~ industriali~ation
-developer's bulldozer. i ,,' .' . ....,..... ,. :' unrelated), the Shah donated one and militarization. of their 'by GWChapter "
The property,involved was, for, On November 15th and 16Pt, the. million··· dollars' to' GWU 'to~'country. ." /: '-,), ";" '.' ". .:'; .' National Lawyer'S Guild
years, the, only site approved as Ii Shah of. IraIL will' be making a .establish the Aryametn' ChaiT' of ,t.Amnesty'. 'InternaUonal .has'· 'The·. George. Wasbington', Law
Christian burial ground for the ~tate visit tothe U.S: to conclude 'MultinationaL Management estimated tluittfiere are between Schoolcpapterof the National
District'ssla:oesCilld freedBla~ a. contract to buys:venA. w.AGS (Aryamehr'iS. an.adopted ~itleof::'25,OOO .and, i!OO,OOOpoliticaI. ••L.awyer'sGuild:"is';beiDg""~eac- .','
perSQns dUrIng the.1800s.,T~e' radat: pla~es ~~OSt..$1~.bI1lio~). the ·Shah).Smce .the.:.sprmg of prisoners. 'in Iran~.today.·}~yate?;'l,'he GuildlS a national
· land was deed for thiS purpose ~ The Shah s .VISit comcldes ;Wlth, 1974"th~ . number of; h:anian ~risonersare systematically orgawzatton of lawyers, ,legal
1843.. b~ a New Orlean s the C?nclUSIOfl~; the. National students atGWUhasblossomed subjectedtoawide, variety of,,~~rkers, law students,and
abobboDls.t to a group of freed Security CouncIls, sIx-mo~th from 82 to more than 400. This'methodsaftorture.These includeJaJlho~se lawyers who' are
,Black wome~, ,kno~ as: the study on Iran and the Persian certainly has been financially .. ~'... sustained flogging ofthesoles'" commItted to ~e use of the legal
,Fe~ale Ladles Umon ~and GJ,I1f. . , ,__" _.. -:.c._ rewarding ·,to GWU .~.Iranian:c·of ..the feet; extraction Of.finger :proc~s for s~Ialchange. For 40
SOC:lety.The small assoclaton, .As. the motor~de screams students have poU!ed in~thiS~nails,el~tric shock treatment to' years ~eGuild, forr.ned as an
.whlch w,asreally '. ~ore of .. lf .dlsturb ". todays ... classes, cOuntry at an amaZl~ ratemthe sexuaIorgans, and the thrusting' aItern.ahve to the ant~-N~ Deal
. general ·.commumty 'serVice remember that the,sll'enssqueal lastfew.years. lrawan.students.,cofa broken botUeintothe anus of. AmerIcan Bar AsSOCIation, has ..
· org~nization t.han .. a :burial
c
' ~~ 110~orof a GWU,alumnL Yes, now comprise.the largest f~rei~n PriSoners suspended by their ~n acti~ in the labor, ci~
society, .'m~lD tamed the' It s true. In 1974, GWU awarded student group 10 the country-. ThIS wrists from a beam ... o'.~' SAVAK nghts, anti-McCarthy, ~nd anti-
Cemetery untIl. the late 19405 the' Shah Mohammed. Reza ,is largely due to Irait'sileed for . 'M ' '-l>.>. war movements. The Guild today
, when it became impossible for Pahlavi ,an honorary degree., t~hhicallY ,trained personnel to'· ~r;eo"page--, ..... .' is ac!ive in many areas ...in~luding
the three acre locale to ac-' "'--housmg, labor, affIrmative 'ac-
commoda te any more burials. --tion and' anti-sexism,arld other
Soon thereafter," the last sur- areas where political Choices are
viving member .of the Band determinative of the nature of the
Society died, and the gOVernment ' legal syStem: '.. ., .....
of the District of Columbia The student' chapter at GW is
condemned the:/site 'as a health ..';. beginning· to ,formulate· per-
,hazard, . and offIcially forbade "spectives ona broad variety of .
further burials. . . social and legal issues. Central to
One reason for the prOfusion of this process is the development of
"sunken grave sites and lack of a,critical analysis of, our legal
adequate maintenarice cited by "'. education and our law ,sChool.
the District was that literally The .chapter plans to· c9Dduct
hundreds of person wereburied--' informal dis'cussiongrou~ to
seeretlywithout authorization, <explore our law' sch901 ex-
since it was regarded in earlier ~ The Highest Rated Profes~ri .. Th"H'ighest'Rated Courses . \ "perience in relation toour future,
times as a statussymbol.to (Question No. 10): . (Question No. 13) . role as lawyers. Begmmng in
repose there. The, complaints of 1. Prof. Stevenson (Day BusinessPIantiing) 4.8. 1. Night 'Estate Planning (PrOf, Speiller) 4.7 February, the Guild plans to
health hazards included an oc- Prof.Channin(NightLaborLaw)' . . 4.8 2. Night Real Estate Tax (Prof. Tucker.) 4.6" conduct a series of seminars with '
casional coffin or body washing 2. Prof.Seidelson(DayConflicts)' 4.7 3. Night International Business (ProL. lawyers,who are active in areas
into nearby Rock Creek. Prof; Speiller (Night Estate Planning)c 4.7 Niirick)" ., c --,. 4.4 of social reform so that GW
By 1964, the situation had Prof. Tucker (Night Real Estate Tax) .. ,,:", 4.7 Day Conflicts-(Prof. SeidelSon) 4.4 . students will have some ~posure
deteriorated to the point where .3. Prof. Harris (Night Advanced Patent The Lowest Rated Courses to th!! opportunities for "alter:
trustees had ,been appointed by Law) . 4.6 ' .... .(Question N~.o13):"'~:,. native" forms· ,of :leg~l, careers.
the U.S. District Court to resolve Prof. Liebesney (Night Near East Law) 4.6 i .1. Night Criminal Law'(Prof;Ferstei',The GW chapter aIsoplansto
the financial and maintenance Zenoff) .<' 2.1' participate actively, in the func-
problems of the cemetery. The Lowest Rated Professors 2. Day ConstitutionalLaw (Prof. Miller)'" 2.2 tions of the D.C. Guild chapter.
Unfortunately for those who .... ' (QuestionNo.10):. , 3. Day Property (Prof. Brown) ·2.4 All students interested in joining
valued the historical significance 1. ProfFerster (Zenoff)' (Night Criminal Day Modern Real Estate Transactions (Prof. with us to explore social and
of the cemetery, the method Law) '. ' . 1.9,,~. _Brown)' ~..... .; , 2.4 political issues with an. eye to
decided upon by thoSe trustees. 2; Prof. Miner (Day Constitutional Law) 2.1 ' . struggles outside of law school
was to dig up all the bodies, sell 3. Prof. Brown (Day Modern Real Estate·. For complete results, see pages 6 and·1. are encouraged ,and 'welcomed
the .land for commercial Transactions) ,,, .. ' ,', ; 2.3 • '. ';' ..' .....
develop~ent, and use the . Moreo~~age9
by Phyllis R~iney,
, \
,GW>",NLG
:R~(j~tivated.
body or the alumni. As National Unfortunately,Tfind myselfin ,_
Law Center graduates (and the the position of having to ask, for
students are" after all, potential the ~ight of participation in the
"Dear ProfeSsor Rothschild; graduates), ours is a life-long selection process wheri it should
,,I Understand that on OCtober relationship; The relationship be mine already; I realize that
21, 1977, the faculty adopted a between the school and the the usurpation of power which
.Whew! Itwas a tightfitto get as many articlesIn this recommendation of the faculty' tenured facultylasts onlyaslong your committee represents
. ' .'bl A 1 f I' .. ed t d f ' appointments committee that the as the relationship is ad- makes my demand less realistic.
ISSUe·asPOSSIe. COUpe 0 peop e JDlSS ou an or dean search committee bevantageous to the individual However.I assure you that if no
th~t !e apologiz.e.Onething cut out~as editorial space. composed of seven, tenured faculty member (as was the case active participation' (by which I
nUS ISnot to say we have forgotten about such matters faculty;members with no par- with Professor , Kuhn). mean full voting privileges) in
as-the searchtor anew dean. We're waiting in hopeful ticipation by either students or Additionallyv the alumIli,whose the selection process is given
anticipation' for the 'committee's recommendations. / alumni.. As an al.,um.nus,. who, professional standing is directly students and alumni, the
uld I k t ti te th and, permanently related to the' -National Law'Center can expect
F!~erswill be posted ar~un~ the SClhOOIto n.otif~people :~ectio~:f ~e~~wcran/;U:reputation and standing, of the no help (financial or otherwise)
about the' results of Fnday s facu ty meeting. " National Law Center I must National Law Ceiiter,have a from,me in the future. Ihope that
As the new year rolls around, the editorial staff plans 'express my strong. objection to' more immediate and·continuing other -alumni, and particularly
to re-evaluate some of its iIiternal'workings.:In par- that decision. 'concern with the direction of the the AlumIli Association, also
tieular, budgetary restraints may' forceus to 'go toa T~e faculty's interes~ in the school.FQr this and other make this demand. Istand ready
N t 1 La C te mo ereasoDs, the alumni and students to offer my services on the dean
degree of editorialization. Bestdes.some of the "we" on, a lona'bl ofw en ~ IS 'd/
r must participate in the selection selection committee, and await
th t ff ......li . ght to h ' All, • te t d ' suscepti e : "alteration an ore s a In:: eve weou any ow. .m eres e lerminationthan.the studimt:ofa'new dean. ".' your reply.. Yo~sinpeace,
parties are invited to what wehopewill be an interesting '" ~ Norman A.Townsend
meeting to discuss any changes .which should take
place. ,We hope to see you on Thursday evening,
November 17that 8:oop.m.·in the Advocafeoffice in the
basement of Bacon Hall. Whether or not you are able to
make the meeting, we expressly invite you to forward
any suggestions. (Yes, we'll jump in the lake). .
The Advocate would also like to take this wonderful
opportunity to wish all of you very finepeople a very
happyexalil period and a merry holiday. See y'alliater.
• • ~ 4 '. • _ " ::-0
We would like to briefly comment 011 the Residence
Hall Court of the George Washington University. Our
central concern is not the fact that Mark's counsel had
only two and one-half hours to prepare. his defense, nor
the' fact that a motion to allow time to prepare, was
denied. It's not the fact' that the University's
repreSentative is also the prosecutor and investigator.
Indeed, we are not even going to mention the fact that a
key witness to the prosecution refused to offer testimony
if the proceedings were continued for another week. The
trial is over. 'Ofimportance nowarethe sanctions.
, The Court has ordered a fine of $25.00 for. opening a .',
window screen. Wondethow much it would cost if it ' Prof Fielding' lJite'rvleewed
were ,a screen door.,Mark might be' expelled 'from·the '. by Martin L. SUver':an" ' ,
, dorms for a year, but the sanction was suspended. Yet, Law Professor Richard Fielding describes law as "an student becomes ,myopic about
this sanction will be reinstated if Mark or any' of his, Fielding likes the80cratic advising system. It's not exactly the last tenth of a point it's bad.", ,
visitors violates a University rUle. Interesting how one 'method because it forces a pleasant job. It's society's After almost a semester at the
can become res,ponsI"bleror',the a"'tions',of another in- studentS to think. "In class, I try lighting rod for disputes, and ~~wcenter, Fieldi~,sees G~ as a1'" ,to force students into situations some of the students don't nave a' , good law school. He said, he
dividual. . , ,', , where they· have to think for 'realistic idea' of what law is and ' expec;:tsit to become one of the
. To add insult to injury the court has demanded an themselves" he said. what it involves." He said that top fifteen law schools over the
, th "dan f thro' b' ts f' m a wmdow ' .. ' " ' . , ' some students don't realize the next five years.'essay on e ger 0 wmg0 Jec ro, , Where the rules are ~~~ pressure that, comes with the ", Hecwasunaware of the present
into a public space." Reminds us of elementary school.'I ar,td. the ~takes are~ high, " practice of law and "the long low rating of ,the law center's
will not talk ... We're sure the exercise will help Mark Fleldmg ~heves.~t this type of, ;road ahead after law school." library, but said fixing up the
understand'the gravity of his offenses.. , ' !?w sch~l tr~mg develop'~ "Lawyers must have a high library wouldstill require a vast-
self COnfld~ncem the stud~t. ability to mak.e decisions with amount Qf funds. But, he noted,
Fielding,whois irihis first year insufficient time and insufficient only an improved ,faculty and
of teaching at the law center, information for high stakes," student body could fully utilize
exposes GW students to his said Fielding. "Whether it is a suchan expensive move. To
version of the Socratic method in' welfare' client, who wants $10 a spend the money now, he said,
his classes in corporations, basic month or a large corporation, his '''would be like putt~ng,the cart
iiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii income tax, and corporate in- property rights are important to before the horse; SImply dum-'come tax. ,him." ' ' pil)g money on a school won't
. " AlthoughFielding believes that improve it. They have to want to
Before coming to GWthis fall, "the kind of skills learned in law improve it."
FieJding:~Ught for one year at 'school are useful in every en- ., Aft~r a-'Boston'" ~hildh()od,
Vanderbilt s law school and for deavor,"he does not believe that undergraduate work at 81.John's
on~,yea~at the law school.at the - everyone should go to law school., college and graduate.work at the
Umversltr of North Carobna at He said it is very demanding and University of Chicagoin addition
Chapel Hill. some are more suited for it than to his other academic travels,
'" 'Before ~ecoming "an others. , . Fielding seems to , like
academician, he clerked for a Speaking of grades, Fielding Washington. "It's more civilized
judge and spent a year in"New said that 'knowledge was more than New York City. There is a
York as' an associate with the important than a fractional grade ' feeling ofmore open spaces here,
prestigious fIrm of Paul, Weiss, point average increase." "The and grass to walk on. Just
Rifkind,Wharton &:Garrison. He student should learn whatever is compare the metro here to the
,described his work for the large important to his or her future subway in New York." Besides,
New York firm,.as~'large case, endeavors,and let the grades. he said, "Washington is the legal
corpora~ ligation." take care of themselves. If the center of the United States."
Eelltorlals'
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-'----Lelle'llolhe 111110'1-' ---
Law·-Center·
. ;Law Center Book Thieves
Dear Editors:" We sympathize' with the Hubbellsate nowsituated on the
"Iappreciate your givingme the discomfort caused by Xerox ,.third floor.',·, ,
opportunity to respond to Mr. machines being in a variety of Last, but notleast, is the lack of
Chopra's Letter published in the states of repair, forcing students cubicle ,space for graduate
Oct. 26,' Advocate., The Law to go to various floor to duplicate students. Although, believe it or
Library, staff has never boasted . their materials. To remedy this not.. ,there are some vacant
of having provided yeoman's problem, we havedecided to hire cubicles right now (shame on you
service to the National Law a full-time technician to keep the ',for not asking' for one in Room
Center's students aU these years machines working p~operly. ,505), we have decided to convert
(although we, will ' accept.Unfortunately, 'our . limited the entire foi.lrth·fl~or into
whatever complimen~come our ,budget will no longer allow us to ' cubicles for graduate stilderits.
way,. deserved or not), anddoafford.,paper, for the Although this may inconvenience
acknowledge ,"certain lapses in' machines; , " some J.D. candidates; I am
our various services to students.",'.Sympathy is, also ,exterided convinced that now that they are
To be sure, certain old editions of to ' those library.' patrons aware of the plight of graduate
law reviews are sometimes not who are' inconvenienced by the students theywill insist that such
available in the library, which absence of restrooms on all but measures be taken.
fact is not always due to fl!p"ureto the second and fifth floors of the As you can see, I have taken
res helVe books; Horror of library. Wehave decided that the note ofaforesaidcomplaintS, and
horrol'S,"some people 'actually import of t1)is matter merits am doilll! my ~damnedest to
take legal periodicals home with extensive uranalysis. If after remedy theproblems. However,I
them, and return. them, months flushing out~ the issues we will have to back off right this ,
later~"Someprofessors have even discover a need for more second, for I've gotto go doWnto
been, known -to shelve suchrestrooms; porta-johnSwill likely the second floor to use the
literature.in their offices, be placed in the FOJ;"Ill and restroom. Jim Heller
altho~gh .no record, exists Practice Itoom on the fi~t floor, AssociateLawLibrarian
denotmg this fact. ' - and where the Martmdale- '
',\
.," . Page 3
byAndrewLope~ .
On Nov. 3 it was my
"privilege" to undergo an ex-
perience which I know I will not .
soon forget. On 23hours notice I
was supposed to prepare a
defense for an undergraduate
who had been accused of
throwing an object out of the
window of a residence hall. . - ,
raising a screen onThurston's 9th'
Floor (~ University dormitory),
damaging another person's'
property, and disruption of
Administrative activity" l.e.;:not
returning certain forms on time.
To say that everything that
occured up to the hearing-
criminal-eivil trial (I'm still not
sure what it was supposed to be)
and during the "proceedings"
was a farce is to understate it. To
say that only a kangaroo would
have enjoyed that went on is
closer to the truth.
The first realization that what
was goingto happen came when I
asked the judges who are also the
jurors' of the Residence Hall
Court, that I be granted a con-
tinuation of'-a 'week in order to
prepare my case.I told the court
that I understood that my client
Mark had been given a week's
notice of the trial but I also' felt
that it was incumbent upon the
University to insure that he was
properly represented and for this
I would need additional time to
prepare. Furthermore the actual
amount of time I had been able to
spend on preparation had- been
approximately 2 lh hours. Then
Ms. Julianne Thrift, awitness for
the prosecution and Resident
"
,
"Booknet
by John Renzi, together - up walks a sleek,!
Director of Mitchell Hall, in- judge-jurors to disqualify Reader Services Assistant '. impeccably dressed individual
terrupted me by saying that if the themselves from the case since with a monogrammed briefcase.
trial were delayed il week she they all knewMs. Biblinand they This is the .city,·WashingtOn,Definite law review material. No
would "not come back". I went·might be, unconsciously D.C.dt is a city of contrasts. sense stopping such a man. But
onwithmy plea and concludedby 'prejudiced in her favor. Indeed There is majesty and squalor, when a man sits behindhis desk
saying that the prosecutor had the chief judge-jmor had been . beauty and filth. The city appeals here, it means something. Mter
had 5weeks to prepare her case, speaking to. Ms. Biblin for. 5 to all sorts of" people, .'the all, you got a job to do, so you do
my client had been givena wrong minutes about 10minutes before dreamers, as well as the it. Suddenly, there. is a' slight
number to call for Legal aid and the start of the trial. visionaries. Somepeople CODleto hesitation in his response to our
at the end of the week he ~ould, The judges replied that it was a tour the national monuments to request. The hesitation was so
still be around (I doubt if he small university, that everyone get a feeling for ourherltage: .>slight that it would have gone
wouldhave skipped the country) was bound to know each other, .some .:come to work for the unnoticedwere it not for the well-
and they could still .find him that if I felt my suspicions had government, others to steal from trained eye of a stackmaster.
$25.00,put him onprobation for a merit .1 could appealand, after, it. Still others come to get an "What's in the case?" I
year for dormitory living, .and all ~s was an mforma} open education. But when their thirst queried.
require him to write a 500-word hearing to try and establish the for knowledge leads them to "Nothing," he replied.
typewritten essay' on "Th~ truth. What is ironic about this vandalism, I go towork ...I shelve "So why do you carry it?" I
Dangers of Throwing' Objects being an open, hearing is that books. retorted. /'
From A Window.Into A Public earlier in the day I had asked MS·DA DA·DUNN· 'DA DA·DA "Prestige," he answered.
Space." That's right, these are -Biblin if I could see the DUNN".".. "Let's have a look anyway;" ,
the sentences that the University statements "~~~e by the. wit-I. Itwas a dank, ugly' afternoon, "What is this?"
Prosector-Investigator, Ms. Dina nesses. Mter ID1!lallyagreeing to. befitting the building in whichwe "Just doing my job. Routine,
Biblin,a third year law student do so she refused a few minutes work. We were working the day sir, strictly routine," I respon-
had asked for; ., later. He remarks were, "If this shift on the second floor. A calI ded,
Ms. Biblin spoke next and said . were a criminal trial. I .wouldn't came downfrom the Admiral. Be Reluctantly he openedthe case
Mark. had caused the delays, have to, so I'~ ?ot going to." on the lookoutfor bookthieves, he exposing its contents. Insidewas
which was why she had the case The last decision of the court says. Curious, I' thought. a newspaper ina peculiar state of
for five weeks. made me realize that our chances Profession, founded on disarray. Uponeloserillspection,
Then one of. the judges-jurors of ~ing .given a fair .and im- 'adherence torules searching for beneth the society pages lay two
asked me ifadditionaltime would partial trial were nothing more truth and justice, can't be trusted books. Congressional Hearings
really help. I said yes, because than dreams." . .. . ..to obey. literary 'policy and . on the Freedom of Information
every time I talked to a different Ms. Biblin made a motion to common decency. .. .' ". Act to be exact.
person I learned something new close the hearing since she felt Instantly we went to work. The "You got a permit' for these
and as a matter of fact I had thiswould prevent the trial from exist weresecured, Road blocks books?" I asked.
tried to talk to Ms. Thrift'earlier becoming a farce by spectators were set ..up. Knapsacks ana "A permit? Are you nuts?"
in .the day and she told me she who would not be able to make 'briefcases . were searched. "Maybe, sir, but answer the
had 'beentoo busy to talkto me. anysort of disruptions, second Among the items found were question."
Again Ms. Thrift interrupted me she asked that the jury be pens, gym clothes, assorted "You see what the titles of
to say that she stillwouldn't talk sequestered. I agreed to sandwiches, razor blades (I?), these books are?" he cried
to me. . sequestering of the jury but said but no library books. False angrily as he indignantly thrust
Needless to say themotionfor a . there was no need to have .a alarm, we thought. his finger in my face. "'Freedom
continuation was denied-and I closed hearing since the student Just as Bill started' to tell a of Information' ", with the thrust·
was toldI coulduse this asa basis spectators were here to learn how story about fishing, the game,or of· his hand hand accenting the
for an appeal. the University court system his wife's cooking _ after all words. "How can you have free
Next I asked for all 3 of the _ "'!ore onpage 9 'these ,Years. the_storieS run ~ More onpage 9
." , ,.
ABA/LS~~::8~~ewtypes~: c. FOR HOLIDAY· ..:
The following.are items that "informal llaisonships" in order. . .•
~;~:~:students might be to get more law students in-. .·,···.,·.•T ..R· A··.. V.·' E' L..The International Law· Sec- terested in: this Section's work. • .
. -tion's Arms Control and Disar- Available are: committee. •
mament Committee wants 4 to 5 liaisonships and circuit •.
toplaw students to assist with the liaisonships. These positions are • ' '. "
research and writing of reports not funded, - but .they provide • S·E E .,' •.
and recommendations in four valuable opportunities for law " '.
areas. students to assume active, • . •
The areas are: 1) a proposed .meaningful roles in the Section. •
international strategic arms" The committee . liaison • .. . •.
freeze and reduction agency; 2) positions will, be to specific • '-: "'T H'·.··..E' .' •legal procedures to ensure committees of the Section. The ' .•
verification; 3) legal framework circuit liaisonshipswill be to each • ('
for an international disarmament of the 13ABA-LSDCircuits. The • •
agency; 4) ratification or non- duties of all the liaisons will in-'. _ •
ratification of current arms elude reporting to the ABA-LSD• .
control treaties. . liaison, coordination" of law • TRAV El .;0 F F' ICE •~7er;::E?E :~~~~=:taa::::.... ..-....; .,.... ...." .:.
mittee Chairman, 600 -Valley application form, contact the ••
Road, Wayne, New Jersey 68480 ABA-LSD liaison: James E. . '. ... •
(201-694-6700). O'Conrior,'.P.O. Box 736, Notre • /' INC •
- The International Law Sec- Dame, Indiana' 46556.. . ...• '., . ....
tion's Committee on Tran- The SectionofCriminal Justice '." '. •
snationalJudicial Procedure hashasop"portunit~.esfor law.. . .• .•
project work for students with anl students to serve on its sub-. - •
interest, commitment, and a' stantive and issue identification .-,.; , .
minimall~vel of expertise in this committees. ~...._. .. . ' • '
area of law. Membership in the Criminal. •
Interested students should send Justice Section is.required of the • G '.' "..
..!lrestlIIle and letter detailing student applicants. Interested. • round Floor.·, :..·Mo··rvl-nC.·en.te.r. •
their interests, available time to persons should submit their •
devote to project work,and prior resume and all other necessary'. . •
experience or-relevant cOUrsesto ?a~, sU~has ~e area ofCIiminal • ...' . • .
Peter Trooboff, Covington and Justi.ce 10 which they are in.- • 659 296.8
Burling, 888 10th Street, N.W., terested, toC; Hearn Taylor, Apt. • - •
Washington, D.~.20006. . 164,3030Congress Blvd., Baton '. .' .' - •
The Section of Science and More onpage 12 I.,...•.••...•••.•••.••••••.••••••
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;.,
fr.om_PGP J, •. , under Rule OO(b)Sand 6, of the When asked what stood out. now prefer to.be buried at sea. the-Termer trustees of the'
Coincidentallyto the beginning. Federal Rules of Civil most about the'experience in herWlien the case looked more and cemetery and to so serve without
of the Spring semester a new Procedures.' '. ~ mind,Ms. Schnelderman replied, 'more like it hinged upon some 'remuneration. Their charge
clinical project was organized, .: Standing was established' "Itwas truly a uniqueexperience . ~lternative means. of perpetual, under theCourt order was l? both
which was officially known as through the Clinic's represen- for us all. The exposure to federal' .care, C.L.C studentSresearCliOO maintain the . cemetery; ona
"The MountZionSlave Cemeterytation of a man whose mother, practice, as well as the fact that and drafted legislation which temporary basis, through the use
Project." The project members grandmother,and other relatives we were dealing in a real con- . would allow the U.S~Park Ser- of donations then in the Court
were soon dubbed "the were buried in the cemetery. In troversy which affected so many . vice to acquire the land and registry. for that purpose; and to
gravediggers" by the office fact, the.' man's. great- people,made the project all the' maintainitas an historical park. work towards the eventual
secretary. The gravediggers, one grandmother was one of the more exciting and, 'of course, .That legislation is .now pending- creationof.a ;national historical
o~~hom is now a C.L..C super- original founders of the Female interestirig. It.was areallv en- "before both houses. of Congress. park on thes,lte. .
vtstng v.attorney, Karen K. Ladies UnionBand Society, and.joyable > learning experlence··After' the hearings and, the >A~~ed hOwhe felt about .the .
Schneiderman, were.' three he was more than a little con- .. Witnesses called by theClinic substantial collection ofdeclslon,-- and the Court of
second-year and one fIrst-year eerned at. the prospect ofa fncludedCongressman Walter 'pleadingswere completed JiIdge Appeals:-.affirniing,·r Sirulnik
women students. Th.ey ap- bulldozer transplant. .' Fauntroy .Lester Collins an Gaseh took the matter' under replied, "In away I'.m.sort of
parently helped accomplishwhat .....'.. 'advisement and several months, sorry. it's allover.! enjoyed,
Professor SiruInik thought waS ~ TheAfro-A~erIcan. Bicen- IDter.nationallyknown ~anmcal:: later issued' an eloquent.3O-page workin~with Alan.(Raywid) and'
Impossible ." '. tennial Corporation, represented architect, and John Sulbvan,w °opiniori .which vacated the the various students who helped "'
"Gravediggers was an apropos' ably by local attorn~,Alan began t~e trial. as a Capta!Jiand existing orders to disinter the out. throughout the; four-year
name for them. They dug up Raywid,was.able to ~nvmce the ended. It as a C?lonelm .thecemetery. Sirulnik, Raywid, and perl9d.By the way,' if y()u.ever.,
more cases oncemetery law than Co~t of their ~tanding through ~erlcan:FederationofPolice, • the Presiderit 'of the Afro- have some out-of-townguests
I ever suspected existed, in- assignments of l~terest toA.B.C. HIS. t~s.hmonywas to the AmericanBicentennial.·Cor~ who need.a plac~to.stay~~ver'
eludinga favorable 1897Supreme .tfro~. ~ther. heirs of persons. ava~abih~ of.volunteer labor to poratio~-w:erenamed, to replace nighL,." .
Court case involving another bUrIedm the cemetery. : prOVIde. lDter~ care of the .c. .
cemetery right here in' "Once standing was ~emetery untIl a. permanent Ln' tl.··.··L·>a·. W·· ....'Washington." established and hearings began means'of preservation could be
The group encountered a on the possibilityofsetting aside .found.
number ofsuh<;tantialprocedural the 19&4and 1965orders in the Expert witIlesses called during . ':by BetteShifman :._ creating Hin\"isibl~ b·arriers".
oh<;tacIes,according to Sirulnik, .case, the fun really started," said some?f; t.he 'dozen or so Later Jhatday,Prof. Detler
begirining with' establishing Sirulnik; "In .one hearing,' I procee.dingsmcluded.a cemetery OnNovember 9th and 19th, the Vagts6f ..Harvard taw School,
standing for their client to in-argUed~e:doctrin~.oi laches and ~p'p~alser,a;cemete.ry,.ad- . American '·Bar Association presented a comparative' over-
tervene and then convincing the the charitable exception on the mmIStrator, a Black hIStorlan,- Section on International 'Law ,view:of European corporate Jaw
Court to holdup the authorization rule' on "perpetuities," said and a c€metery inspector from sponsored a conference on the and discussed the 'problems
of the proposed sale of the Sirulriik. "The Whole: case the D.C. Department of Health. "Current Legal Aspects of Doing facing Americari'·businesses
property to the interested . remindednie of a property- law' "Not your· typical list of Business in' the European -.wishingto enter the European
developers, pending a hearing on final exam, . lacking onlyp~ofe~sionalwitnesses;'~. said- Community", at ,the Mayflower market. - '. .... .....
a motion to reopen the original characters named Doe and Roe .'Sirulnik, who says as a resUlt of Hob!!.The selection of this topic: . Thursday;s lectures focused on
disinterment and sale orders, ,to be complete.", .. the whole experience he would . indicates the growing importance such areas as:energy and en- .
of Europe tcrthe American-vii-onmentaltegulationi as well
D· e ..In. on" s"'t· r' ,"a' t' .·0' n.····'··T.·~\....··d· a'" y'." businessperson '-,an~ " the asco-det~rminationand oth~remergence of the multi-national labor-management issues.
" .' C"7 .. . corporation as a subject of in~. Attorneys Jrom. France- and
.!rompagel . 'he'a'vy"'a'ttack 'b'y a . ····c·; c" . . '. , - ." ternationalconcern. .' .. •. Germany: discussed enlightened
number o( has almost doubled. Famine is, S k d r 'pants I . I l' ·t· 1 I .'(Iranian~refpolice) also has groups, including .the Inter-'wideSp-readiniran. ·'L.~'.:i:.:";;;_ .pea ers. an . par ICI '.' . ; egis a .lOn.:,:par ICUar y In."
the grim d.istinction of having from all over the U.S.and Europe Germany and the Netherlands,national League' for Human . T.h.e .Shahis c.oming. to have dis ed . t t . '}' many t· hIll b t· . t'" tinvented an instrument of torture cuss curren, OpICS'n . w uc a ows a or 0 par IClpae
Which'victimscall the Hot Table' Rights, 'whichisaffiliatedwith"'lunch with Jimmy Carter today, areas, including taxatiorist trade irithedecisionsof managementthe'United-Nations. ... '. ..' '. Demonstrations ,·..have,been., I' ." t f' d thtr If . to- an iron frame, rather like aU,S.' interest in ,Iran 'sterns ····planned.. The .Iran.ialls. " par~ regu ahon;' lOves men . In- .l!n e con oO'compames"
bed frame, covered with wire centives, and labor relations. an extent unheard of in theU.S.
mesh which is electrically heated: largely from its 1,250 mile long ticipating in the ani-Shah On Wednesday: morning, 'The American Bar Association.
like a toaster." The International common border with the Soviet demonstrations are potentially 'Belgian attorney Jean-Pierre spousors many institutes during'
Commissionof Jurists has called Uniori, its strategic role in con- subject to deportation;' im-DeBandt discussed U.S. exports the year and encourages student ".
'the Shah's. regime among· the troIling the straits to the Persian prisonment, and torture. This is to Common Market countries, participation by offering greatly
Gulf (through which most of the . not mere rhetoric. ,The news of 'tin t 'ff' .d ka' d ed ed t d t t 't· t ItJ!1ostrepressive i~_t1le.,.world._~ world's oil is transported) ,and its . the Shah's exact arrival date was CI g arl s an pac gtng an '..r uc s u en " Ul Ion ra es. ' .
Th Sh h d A sty , measurement regulations as' is also possible for students toe , a •. emes ,mne . , status 'as 'a source of oil to the' not made available to the media oh<;tacles. faced by. American serve as assistants <"at' these
Interna~lOnals allega~lOns.. HeU:S., Israel; and Europe,.Irari's~'until late October. Between Oct.···exporters: DeBandt also spoke of confer~nces, thereby waiving'the-
states his gover~ent IShO~d~~ status as the largest purchaser of .Jm~ and 13th'lfiveoro-Sgamh·zhatfi.olednsloating currency rates,. as tuititonrequirement:~"< ','3,000~~ons .onc arg~ re a. U.S,military arms is considered callmg themse ves Jr a I '" ' .
. toter.roflsm m conne~tlOnWith vital to our balance of payments. applications for permission.to,· GW .NLG'
bombmg an~ other Vlol~nceby. U.S.military arms sales for the hold demonstrations on,
u~ban ~errillas. He demes that fiscal year1977totaled$9.9billion November 15th.Moneyhas been fro';;page 5 from page 1
hIS regIme uses torture.'. worldwide, $5.5 billion for Iran made available by Iran to fly pro- .. ;. '. '. - •. '. .' to come to our rneetingsarid work
~n.~rder to co~ply. With new alone: If one adds the purchase Shah supporters to the demon= wasn~t generally the pohcy of.
prIVlSIOnsregarding arms sales, price of the AWACS,'thiswould stration most firms. . " .•. WiNthot~~~,;'WiII . be' posted"
the. State Department was raise the price to $11.1billion, a' , . . Mr. Eric ..Herpin, }Vas'of the'
reqUIredt? report to C~ngresson. record total, and $6.7billion for. According to an - agreement opinion th~t language w~one' of throughout the' law school with
'" human rIghts comphanc,e by Iran. Friday, Nov.' 11, I.'t was' worked out by U.S. government the main barriers whichhad to be the-dates and time of.our future
Iran~ The report appears, to at- revealed that the Cartei" ad- officials, priority spots on the. overcome in order to be a .suc., .meetings. Foi.:'.'further in-
temP.t toso~ve ~ problem by ministration failed to disclose an sidewalk in front of the White 'cessful lawyer in a non-English '·formatiori 'contact'1Kurt Cobelt
denymg that It eXISts.The report additonal $14 billion in arms House and 0 the central part of speakingcounty:···· ...."'243-2349,Bob Krakow 332-5013,or
states "tha,t there are 2,800 to. sales •..No.br~kdown by country.• theEllipse will be occupied today r. - JonathanRothstein 293-6867.
3 00 h by' pro-Shah demonstrators. The, 0, prIsoners w 0 • !ire,· was disclosed."By the time it has <Eastern perimeter of the Ellipse.
so~etunes referred.' as pobtical •.finished its weapons purchasing and Lafayette Park will be oc-
prISoners.~~ pris?"ers confined ,program, Iran will have more cupied by anti-Shah demon-
Just for pohbcal VIewsnumbers 'British-made Chieftan tanks than
from 100 to 150.. Most of these the British, more American built· st~C::'th~ Shah le~lVestowll
have. been. ~nv~~ted of Com- Phantom F-4"(ighter-bombers tomorrow, thepositins of the anti-
munISt actlVlbes. . than Israel 'plus 8OF-14sthe Shah and "pro- Shah demon~The State Department claims ,. . . . " .'
Iran has jailed 1So Commies; most adv.a~ce?tactical jets In,the strato1."swillbe reversed. .
Amnesty International claims U.S,,;Navy s mvento!!" and the Activities will begin around 10
Iran is imprisoning 'between largest tr~p-j::arrYID~,Hover. a.m. and probably will continue
25,000 and 100,000 political craft fleet m.the world. ,.·throughout the day. If you would
prisoners. These statements The Shah h~ allocated 70 like to dosomething useful today,
remind this wri~ of Vh~tnam .percent of Iran s annua~ ~d~et why not gosee what is happening
body counts. Interestingly to. armamen~ and m.lhtarl1y .'in front of 1600·.perinsylvania.
enough" the State Departm.~t ~eIatedexpendlt~es. This occurs. ,Bring your friends, all are in-
favorably quotes· Amnest~ m a country facmga 70 percent· vited. Incidentally, the next time
International throughout the illiteracy rate and a50 perc~nt·· you see a top levelGWU ad-
reports. Amnesty International infant mortality rate. Iraman. ministrator, ask. him why he
has just wonthe 1977NobelPeace agriculture has been reduced," thinks GWUgave the Shah an
Prize The reports by the State approximately 50 percent in the honorary degree, and· whether
. Depa~tment have come under last tenyears while its population you caribuy one, too.
in'D.C~
"CASlllAS PRESS
171'7KStreet, N.W. \
,," Suite 10·
·t223-1220
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OTHER MODERN AND UP TO DATE SERVICES:
COLD TYPE COMPOSITION OFFSETPRINTING XEROXINO
NEWSLmERS IROCHURES FORMS
by Shambu Chopra the law faculty of Brussels an international' firm". specialized study.
by Jim Heller, On OCt. 26, students at the. University, is currently working Knowledge of the civil law, Mr. Herpin was of the view that
Associate Law Librarian National Law Center were given' with Dilley and Custer, an in- systems and the European there were several U.S. law fIrms
a first-hand account on American ternationallaw firm in Brussels community laws is an added in England, Germany, and
Inan effort to increase GW law 'Bel . ed' . ter t· 1'practice in foreign countries, Belgium, as an associate. . advantage. Herpin cautions grumengag m m na lOIla
students' master of legal particularly in Europe, by Eric J. The possibilities for practicing - prospective lawyers intend~ to . practice. Mr. Herpin said ~~ a
research techniques, I have Herpin in Stockton Hall. The talk law abroad, according to Herpin, work abroad that the "earnings la~ student seeking. a~ltion
decided to begin a column was held under the aegis of the are "tremendous". He feels, are not as good as one could get in with these rums woUld fIrst be
wherein I answer, in print, some. International Law Society of the however, that knowledge' of a the States". Students with engaged as aI! associate in -the
of the questions I've been asked law school. Mr. Herpin's visit European language such as, specialization in taxation, in-. U.S. before betng sent to anr .of .
at the 3rd floor desk. The title of was arranged by Bette Shifman, French' German Dutch or ternational trade laws, and its branches abroad. Initial
the column is Self-explanatory - a second-year GWU law student. Italian '''would be' a great ad- patent' laws are preferred to employment.abroad by law firms'
'all answers can be found between . ood . b . th ho h ot don' .Mr. Eric Herpin, a graduate of vantage in landing a g JO m ose w ave .n e any More on page 4
sheets of paper in any number of .
legal publications. - (You didn't
. . think it meant something else,
did you?)
Q. I have this federal statue, and
I want to find out if there are any
administrative regulations that
might be related to it.
. A. No problem. Let's say the,
statute requested is the Tuna
Convention Act of 1950 (one of the
most-requested laws>. First
you've got to find a cite for the
law.Four courses are available:
Shepard's Acts and Cases by
Popular Name - Federal and
State; volume 12 'of the United
States Code; the last index
volume of USCA; and U.S. Code
Congressional and
Administrative News. Any of
these sources should inform you
that the Tuna Act is Public Law
, 87-14, 76 Stat. 923. You are also
told that the Act was codified in
1~ U.S.C. 951, et seq.m you had
only the Statutes at Large cite,
tables in USC or USCA would
inform you of the corresponding
Code citation).
The next step is to go to the
Code of Federal' Begulattons
"Finding Aids" volume. Table I
(Parallel Table of Statutory
Authority and Rules) lists those
sections of the U.S. Code (and
some Statutes at Large sections),
"which have been cited as rule- .
making authority for currently'
effective CFR regulations. In our
Tuna Act example, after 16 U.S.
951 we find a cite to 50 CFR pt.
280, which is entitled "Pacific
Tuna Fisheries". You have
completed what you sought to do
only when you also -check the
monthly "Cumulative List of
CFR Sections Affected,". which
point you to similar current
regulations. "
Q. I have an unofficial cite to a
case (i.e., a cite from a Regional
Reporter); andwant the official
citation.' How do I go about fIn-
ding it? .
A. Go to the Shepard's for that
region., The, first cites" 'given
(those in parantheses), are the
corresponding cites for the same
case. You can also go to the Tabie
of Cases volumes in West's
General Digest. (A third source is
the State Blue and White Book,
but we don't have it here) ..
Q. How do I find the uno.fficial
cite from the official one?
A. The National Reporter Blue
Book is probably the easiest
source to use. Shepards and the
Table of Cases in the Digests will
also give you the answer.
Q. But will you still respect me7
A. Select one:
1) More than ever. "
2) What does this have to. d9
with respect?
3) What makes you think I
respect you now?
4) Loving you means never
having to say 'I respect you'.
In Between
The Sheets
Page 5
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If This.isNovember, These Must be
The student evaluations completed at the end of last
semester before final exams have finally become
available. Through the wonders of modern computer
technology, the assistance of the GWComputer Center;
and a total cost of several hundred dollars to the SBA,
The results were compiled.
. The function of this presentation is to provide (l) a
reference for students when selecting next year's
courses; (2) information to the Dean on the per-
formance of new and part-time instructors' and (3) an
appraisal for professors of how students'reaCted to
their courses.
The figures below were drawn from teacher
evaluation forms distributed in classes last spring. H
forms from a class were either not distributed or not
returned to the SBA, no results could be compiled and
the class is not listed below.
This year, the Advocate has added a new column to .
the results - class size. Placing the number respon-
ding next to the class size, students and faculty will be '
better able to decide what weight to give particular
evaluations. .
.' . ,."
'" In several cases, the number responding exceeds the
number of persons registered for the class according to
figures provided by the Dean's office. It is possible that
the figures are incorrect or that some students may
have filled out more than one evaluation form per
class. .
. coverage, effectiveness of case selection and editng,
and helpfulness of notes and comments, rate the
overall quality of the materials. .:
II. Professor
5.--How organized and coherent was the ,instructor's
presentation of the material?
6. How interesting were the instructor's class
. presentations? . . ,.
•. 7. How respectful was this professor's attitude towards
'. and treatment of students?
. 8. Considering the suitability of the subject matter for
.., class participation, how encouraging and respon-
sivewas the professor's. attitude towards student
questions and discussion?
9. How willing was this instructor to make himself
available and helpful to students outside of class?
10. Rate this professor's overall performance.
Each evaluation consisted' of thirteen questions,
According to the evaluating sclae(I) - far below
average; (2) - below average; (3) - average, (4),-
above average; (5) - far above average;' and (0) - not
applicable or no answer.
. These were the questions asked:
I. Instructional Materials
1. Rate the text and-or casebook as to its usefulness in
helping you to understand the subject ma tter of the'
course. '".
2. Rate the non-textual materials (handouts, outside or
recommended readings, graphs, sample problems,
etc.) as to their usefulness iii helping you to un-
derstand the subject matter. • .
3.How interesting were the materials?
Constdertng.t.tnter ' alia, wordiness,depth of
.'
III. Course. .
11.Rate the conceptual difficulty of the s4bjeet ma tter.
,." ·:)12.Considering the number of credit-hours, how much
, work did this course require? . '0
'. 13. Give your overall evaluation of this course,
************************************************, ' .. . '., -"-" ... :. . -...... _. :_. - '-
;.:"
#R~
pending No. 1No. 2 No. 3 No.4 No.. 5 No.6 No.7
. '-3.6
4.1
·,3.2
3.8
4.1
4.3,'
2.8
2.3
2.9
3.8
Course Number, Title
and Professor
2M-Day Contracts, Pock
2M-Day Contracts, Ginsburg
2M-Day Contracts, Cibinic
,2M-Night Contracts, Pock
211-DayProperty, Schiller
211-DayProperty, Brown
211-DayProperty, Starrs
212-DayCon. Law, a.Green
212-DayCon. Law, Miller
212-DayCon. Law, Park
212~DayCon. Law, Barron
--218-DayCiviIPro.,Kayton
218-DayCivil Pro., Barron
218-DayCivil Pro.;Sharpe
218-DayCivil Pro., Schwartz
Class
,Size
140
104
92
104
152
99
90
103
80
76
101
82
105 "
64
80
218-NightCivil Pro., Smalls
215-NightCrim, Law, Ferster
232-DayEvidence, Robinson·
232-DayEvidence, Albert
232-NightEvidence, Robinson
_304-DayU.N.Law, Mallison _
3M-Night U.N. Law, Mallison
'307-DayComp. Law, Liebesny
309-DayConflicts, POck
309-DiiyConflicts, Seidelson
116
111
126'
37
51
10
23
78
·160
51
.125
80
80
92
136
314-DayCommercial Paper, Albert '104" 72
314-DayCommercial Paper,' 52
Rothschild 68 58
314-DayCommercial Paper, Schwartz 73 41'
314-Night Commercial Paper, Albert ' 64 '.. 28
326-DayT & E II, Weaver 30
327-DayMod. Real Estate, Brown 124 60
33o-DayAnfitrust, Kirkpatrick 86 54
33O-NightAntitrust, Weston 156 82
336-DayIncomeTax, Weaver 36" 37
339-NightCollective Barg., Rothschild 35 ' 19'
340-DayCorp. Tax, Hambrick 42 1
348-DayDomestic Ret Potts 105 95 .
349-NightLocal Gov't Law, Pinsky 74 38
351-DayLaw & Accounting, Ginsburg 57, 50.
355-DayGov't Contracts, Nash/Cibinic 42 19
362-NightPatent Practice, Kayton
372-NightAdmin. Law, Banzhaf
375-Day Remedies, Cibinic .
375-DayRemedies, Nash
,.3.3
3.6"
3.1
3.2
3.0
83
72
90
62
60
2.2
'2.6
2.9
2:5
2.1
4.6~
0.0
3.1
4.4
-3.5
3.9 4.1.4.2
3.5 3.6 3.7
3.1 3.7 3.4
3.8: 4.1 (5
~:' 2.9 2.7
4.2 3.0
0.0 2.9
0.0 . 3.4
0.0 3.3
3.2 2.8
0.0,4.3
0.0 3.7
0.0 3.3
0.0 2.9
3.9 2.5
0.0 ~.8
0.0 3.4
0.0 3.6
0.0 '.2.9
0.0 3.6
3.9 3.2
4.0 "3.9,
3.7 ,3.5
3.8 3.2·
0.03.4
0.02.1
0.0 3.3
0.0 3.0
0.0 2.2
'3.3 3.1
3.3 3.0
0.0 3.4
3.5 2.8
2.7 2.9
3.3 3.3
-
0.0 1.0
0.0 3.3
3.12.7
3.2 2.6
4.2 3.8
3.4
3.3
2.9
3.4
2.8
3.1" ,·'1.7
2.7 '., 3.4
2.9 3.5
2.5' 1.6
2.3 2.2
-i---
4.0'" 4.2·
3.8. 4.4
3.5 .3.8
3.0 3.6
3.0 4.1
2.93.8
2.9 1.7
3.5 .: 3.9
, 2.6 2.2,
3.5 4.0
2.6
3.7:
2.8 •
2.5
2.6
4.4
4.6
4.4'
3.2 .:
2.9.
3.6
3.0
4.3
'4.3
4.6
3.8
2.9
4.0
.~ 4.1
3.9
'3.3 .3.33.6
3.6 ,3.6 3.8·· '.
3.8 3.7- 3.7'
3.2 3.5 3.8
3.2 4.9' 4.6 '
2.2 ..·2.3
3.33.9
3.3 4.2
2.3 2.1
3.3 ·3.1
3.1 1.7
3.1 3.1
3.0 3.0
2.9 2.1
2.9 4.0
3.0 5.0
3.2 3.1
, 2.2 '2.8
2.9 ~2.4_
4.2 4.2
2.8
4.5
3.6
3.0'
3.1
2.3
2.7
2.2
2.5
4.3
2.0
3.3
2.5
2.5
3.7
4.7
4.7
4.2
3.8
3.8
4.1
3.9
3.1
'- 4.5
1.0
4.0
3.4
3.5
3.7
No.8 No.9 No. 10 No. 11 . No. 12
3.6
·.4.1
"3.5
3.1
3.8 -
,3.9
2.8
2.5
3.3
3.6
3.6
3.5
.4.4
4.3
4.3 .
4.1
2.7
3.9
3.9
3.9
4.2 4.4
4.6 4.6
4.5, 4.5-
2.8 ',' 3.0
3.9 4.4
4.0 3.9
4.3
3.4
3.5
4.4
3.7
4.4
3.8
3.6
4.4
3.0,
2.5
3.1
2.9
2.1
2.7
3.7,
,:' 3.6 "
3.3
3.8
, 2.9 '.
3.5
3.4
3.9
- 3.5
3.7 .
3.4
3.8
, .3.9
. 3.4
3.2
3.9
2.8
3.7
3.4
3.8
2.9
3.2
3.3
,3.6
3.7
3.1
3.5
3.4
3.4
3.8-
3.0
3.4
3.5
3.8'
3.0
5.0
2.5
, 3.2
3.3
.3.7
3.5
4.1
3.1
3.6
2.8
3.2
3.0
o 4.1
3.6
;4.3
4.0
4.1
3.7
3.2
3:.0
4;2
2.6
3.6.
3.3
3.7
3.0
3.1
-3.0
3.0
3.1
2.7
3.4
2.9
2.9
2.1
2.8
2.9
3.4
3.7
3.7
5.0
2.6
. 3.6
3.2
4.3
No. 13
4.0
3.6
3.3
3.9
3.0
2.4·· -
3.2
3.0
2.2
2.6
4.3
4.1
4.0
'3.3
3.4
3.4
~2:1
3.8
2:9
3.9
3.4
3.6 .
3.8
3.5
4~4
2.6
4.0
3.5
3.5
3.3
2.4
3.1
2.9
2.6
3.8
3.0
3.1
2.6
2.8
3.9
83
68
104
58
80
93
89·
98
16
42
4.1
3.8
3.5
3.1
2:8
3.0
3.2
.J 3.5'
2.9
3.4
,2.8
3.1
3.5
3.0
.3.3
2.1
3.2
3.4
2.3
3.2
, 3.1
3.2
2.9
3.2
, 2.1'
2.0
3.2
-1.8
3.0,.
4.3
4.7
4.5
4.0
3.9
,3.4
4.3
'3.5
3.1
4.5
1.0'
4.0
3.5
3.5
3.6
r 4.5
3.3
3.4
.~.3.4
3.8
3.0 ',4.3
3.7" 4.2
3.3 4.3
4~1,,~ 3.8
4.4 - -3.9
3.6
3:0
3,9
3.1
4.1
4.4
4.5-
4.5
3.6
4.3
.3.7
1.9
, 4.0
2.8
4.1
3.8
4.0
4.2
3.6
4.7
3.7 -:2.8
4.4 4.4
4.3 4.3
3.7. 2~8
4.0 3.4
3.9 2.3
0.0 3.2
·3.5 3.0
3.4 2.5
3.7 4.3
4.0 3:0
3.9 3.4
0'.0 2.8
3.4 2.8
3.8 3.8
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Last Spring's Teacher Evaluations '
Course Number, Title Class ,.# Res- ' . .
and Professor ";' \ Size p d' ' . N' .., " onmg ,'No.1 No.2' No.3' o. 4 No.5 No.6 No. ; No.8 No.9
375-Day Remedies, Smalls 46' '36 -, ·2.9 .·3.00.0 2 8' 2.9 3.4 3.9 4.10.0
375-Night Remedies, D. Green c...: 38 .> • 15 '3.4 0.0 3~3 3.2 3.9 3.7 4.1 4.0 2.9
394-Night Women-& Law, Dorian-Aron '14 10 4.1. 4.3' 4.7 4.2 4.5 -4.6 5.0 4.9 4.3
404-Day Securities Reg., Michaely . 50 7 3:9 4.0 2.9 .3.8 3.1 2.4. . 4.6 .3.9' 3.6
405-Night Reg. Securities Mkt., Pitt 14' , 2
41l-Night FDA Prac. & Proc., . , 0.0 4.5 4.0 3.5 4.0 4.0
Rothschild 16 17 . 3.0 3.8 3.9 ,3.3' 3.4
413-Night Mass Media, Cohn 27' 17 0.0 2.9 3.3 ,2.9 3.3
424-DayBusiness Plan.,'H. Green 7 7 2.5 3.5 3.3 3.0 3.4
424-DayBusiness Plan., Stevenson /10 5 3.8 4.0 3.8 4.0' 4.4
424-Night Business Plan.; Berkeley 22 3,' 3.0 '. 4.0 :3.7 ~.7 3.7
427-Day IntI. Bus .• Stevenson . 30 9 4.0 ...' .4.4, 4.2.. .4.2 . 3.7
427-NightIntl.Bus.; Nurick ';. .. 30 5 3.8 '. 4.4 4.4 4.4, 4.6
442-Night Labor Standards, Ginsburg: 48 . . 36 - 3.6 3.4.2.73.5 a.i
447-NightLaborLaw,Channin' .. 9 '13', 0.0 4.2 4.5> '4.2 . 4.9
473-DayCrime Lab, Starrs' . 27 16" 3.5 3.9 3.9 3.8 3.9
476-DayLaw & Crim.,Courtless . 7 4 4.0' 0.04.0 3.8 2.8
478:Day Post Conv. 'Disp., 'Axelbund . 13 9:." .3.8 3.4 4.0 3.6 2.4
494-Night Use of Nuclear Energy, . ---"
MaIsch ..' 18 0.0 3.8·- 3.6
50B-Night Environmental Lit., Miller/
Steenland . 32 .
525-Night Copyright, Moore 33
527-Night Adv. Patent Law, Harris 11
No. 10 No. 11
3.4 3.2
. 3.8 2.8 .
'4,6 2.9
3.1 3.1 -,
'No. 13
3.2
3.5"
4.8
·3.4
4.0
4.0
3.4
3.0
4.2
3.7
4.2
4.~
3.2
4.6
3.8
2.8
2.6
No. 12
3.3
2.3
2.9
3.0
4.5
3.4
2.5
2:1
4.4
3.0
3.0 4.0 4.0
. 3.6
2.4.
3.0
3.8
3.7
4.54.5
4.7
4.1
4.0
, 5.0.
4~7
'4.2
3.5
3.6
4.8
4.0
4.4
3.8 .
3.8
4.0-'
·4.1 "
3.7
3.3
4.2
3.5
3.6
4.8
. 4.0
4.2
4.4
'3.5
4.8
4.0
3.3
. 2.7
4.8
3.8
3.9
5.0
4.7
4.3
4.5
4.2
4.9
4.0
3.8
3.4
'4.4
3.7
3.4
4.4
4;3
.-
3.7, 4.6
4.4" 4.4
3.1 4.3
4.8 4;7
4.3 4.0
3.3 4.0
2.1··.·., 3.3
3.4
4.0
3.3
3.5
2.9
2.8
.3.0
4.0
3.6
3.2'
4.1
3.1~·"
3.0
2.7
4.03.3. 3.3'"3.8 4.03.5 4.0 4.4 4.2 4.1
.:
3.7
3.9
4.0
3.1 3.4
3.2. 2.9'
3.6' 3.0
.;0.0.0.00.0:0.0 3.5 ; 3.6
3.93.9 ·4.03.9 3.8 3.7
0.0 4.0 '4.2 4.04.64.4
3.7
4.3
4.4
3.8
4.1',
'4.6'
4.3' 4.1
4.9 4.7
4.6,4.7
15
19
7 ..
.,
532-Night Inti. Law of Sea, Muys 277'. 3.6 0.0"3.33.3, 3.3 ..
535-Night Negotiations, Ramundo 73 22 3.5 3.9 3.83.73.9
54B-Night Near East Law, Liebesny 21' 4.2 0.0"4.3 " '4.2 4:3
551-Night Tax: Partnerships, Sanders 40 .' .. ;18'''~ :4.3'".4.2 . '3.9, 4.4 '4.3.~~::=:~::~:=::=~.....~~-·.r/;;, ::~' :~\>:~::~..::~.
~~~~=~~:~:&~g~~~' ~~:rick:'?~:.· "~' ,..c,i:~·. ~:~'~:'~J,;... :~::
588-Day Legal Prob. Educ., Long ,.11 6'" .4.8 .:·.~4.4'·.4.3.· .".4;2 4.0"
558-~ight1ax:RealEsb1te,'l:'ucker 66,46?i·.3.~ 4.3 .• :3.9, . 3.9 4.8
3.1
3.9
4.1
4.3
3.8
4.7
3.0
3.3
3.5
4.6
2.9 4,1 4.3 3.8 3.4 3.1 3.6
4.5 4.1 4.4 . '3.6 4.1 2.5' 2.ti' , .'-.
4.3 4.8 4.7 4.6 ··4.6 3.5 " 3.1
4.1 ....•··4.9 4.7 4.9 ,4.3 4.4 3.8
3.6 .~:;><~.. 3.5 .3.8 0.0 ,::;: 3.7 4.0 3.7
4.3 3.3 3.3 0.0 4.7 4.0 4.0
2.5 2.5 3.5 3.0 3.0 4.0 3.0
3.4 3.6 3.9 3.6 3.3 2.9 3.2
3.5 4.8' 4.5 '··:A.3 4.2 3.0 3.0
4.7 4.3 4.2 .4.3 4.7 4.1 3.8
. "
591-Night Legis Draftihg, Zwebell
594-Day Prof, Responsibility; Upton
·>3.5 ";i6'"'\ '3.2 3.0" 3.4
. 3.6 4:2 3.2 4.1' 4.4
4.2 4.4· 4.3 3.4 2.9 2.8
4.74.7 4.34.4.". 2.9~ ,,2.1
BEIGHT BAR REVIEW SCHOOL
'CLASSES IN SILVfR SPRING-
WHEATON, MARYLAND .>
BOC;;ART?'
GARBO?
-: !~-,
"
you can walk in tb;eir shoes . .
wear their hats, suits or
MARYLAND BAR EXAM
,- Long course c~~mences' November 22, '1977
, Short eourseeommenees January 2, 1978
or any other time at:·.
3 Riggs Court'
MEN AND WQMEN'
(at Dupont Circle) , .
·191-1516 -'
11:305:30 Tues •.sat.·
, '
Registrations are no~. ~eing' taken
For February, 1978 Bar Exa~,
,'.- - ." _. - . '
Applications Forms andOther ..
. Info in SBAOffice
3rd Floor Bacon .
:',
'INSTA-PRINT, Inc. .FOR FURTHERIN'FORMATION
CONTACT:
. Thomas' t' Beigll'
570. Nor'" Frederick A renue Gai'''ersburg, Mar,Iand 20760
Do you need one copy or 100,000+?
We'will serve you fast and inexpensively
, with quality printing and reproduction I '
811 Connecticut Avenue;1\!.W.
Washingtol}.D. C.' 20006
"02) 29~504
1910 KStreet. N. W.
Washington. D. C. 20006
12021223·3901
Phone 948-6555 ,.or,460-8350.,.
,'.'
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COMPREHENSIVEREVIElJ COURSE.!"ORTHEFEBRUARY1978 VIRGINIA ~ EXAMINATION
COMPREHENSIVE.This Coti~sewill begin on MondN' January .!2, 1978 ,and will
..COURSE endonThursday,'?ebI"Uarl 16,. 918., ..' . I
.SCHEDULE.6:30p.m. to 9:00 p.m;" Mond8.ls ~ Thursdays (4 evenings a week)
TUITION$275.00,payabl&in installments as follows: $75 .00 at the time 0;6
making application; $50.00 on FebI"Uarf 16, 1978; $50.00 on March 1 ,
1978; $50.00 on April 16, 1978; and, IP50.000n May 16, .1978 (Other
tE!rmB.of payment may be arranged if more convenient; or, those '
w.ishing- to pay: the entire tuition on or .before January 16\ 1978,
may deduct l~ and pay only $247.50 for the entire Course). .
NOTES A·complete set or Newlon' sVirginia Bar Review Notes, covering all
subjects given on the Bar Exam, wilrDe given .to each student and
do not have to be returned after the Exam•... {These Notes may be
purchased separately for . $75. 00 bYthose-who are unable to attend
the classes •.} .. .. "." -' " .. .
Copies of former Virginia Bar Examination questions will be
given to each student for use in class. .
Classes areoonducted by Walter J. Newlon, who ha~ been
teaching Virginia ~formore than 42 years,.and has!
prepared thousands of' candidates for the Virginia Bar
Exams.' The instruction given is not purported to be
a "good-for-all-states" review; it is specifioally
oriented to the Virginia Bar Exam, and inoludes
Multistate Bar Exam ooverafI •. Morethan 95% or my
former student's passed therginia Bar Exam!! t ..
METHODOF 7he law isreV:iewed sub j ect by subjeot. There are
INSTRUCTIONno" canned" lectures or "recorded" . replays of old
material. All sessions are "live" sa that students
may ask, during class, any- question on any SUbject of
Virginia law covered on the Bar Examination. There Ls - .
no objeotion to students reoordingthe olass session~if
'they !!,2. desire: --. -
PLACE - DATE The Exam will be~ given In Riohmond, Va., on ti'ebruary 21 and
DEADLINEFOR 22, 1978. Deadline for filing applioation with the Board.
:;OILING of Bar Examiners is !!~cembep 1S., 1977. .
NEliLON'SVIRGINIA BARREVIE'tl
(Since 1935)
Telephone: (703) 522-1222
. Ball Bulldi'tlg . . . .
~37 North Courthouse Road
Arli~tont Virgin;a 22201
free beer
mellowMUslc * \
a prog ram .board event
./"
OR REGISTRATIONBLANK.
OTHER
MATERIALS
INSTRUCTOR
AND
INSTRUCTION
APPROVED BY THE VIRGINIA
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
FOR VETERANS TRAINING
'eotufift9
Wallace.·
Roney
Septet
1
GRADUATE
Pearty
Wed. Nov16 ·Spm
Marvin Center 402
"S.O.P." From page 3
"What?"
information and not let it, itself, "Sh I' talk' . ' worked and insure that Mark.
, e vmg , sir. Standard really did obtain a fair hearing,be free?" Operating Procedure."
"But, sir, that doesn't mean the. " "Oh," he replied, only half Ironically, the only spectator who
books are free for the taking," I puzzled. had spoken out was Ms. Thrift,
interjected, troubled by his logic "By thebook, sir," I informed the prosecution's witness.
or lack of it. him. "Just follow the ruies.One The court agreed to hold an
"Listen, you. I don't have to Uyou tak it ff the h If open trial and sequester the jury.
- e I 0 e s e ,put it However, immediately after .thisstand for this. I got rights, you back on the same shelf y'o'u g t it
know." from. Two - if the book you n~e~ ruling Ms. Biblin said that the
"Rights," I replied. is on Reserve, you can check it reasonshe has asked fora closed
"Everyone's always talking out, but for only two hours no trial was that her chief witness,
about rights and freedom.' But -more, Should:yoUrequire ~ore Ms. Thrift, was pregnant, not-
h fir feeling well, and had been
ow many ree peop e you see .ume, renew it. Three - if you harassed' because of ,her To insure that this type of arrangements with them to
walking around?". . - .! need the book for continuing t timonv at a orevi trial Of . action does not happen to you, the provide le~al assistance t"Save your philosophizing for .research, fill out hoarding cards es imony a a previous ia -.
course I felt that the statement following steps should be taken students); . owever, . if they
someone who needs it, or,{or that at the third floor. This way, could only serve to further upon learning that you are .ac- cannot provide you With help,
matter, understands, it." His someone else, 'who's looking for . di th . d . cused or have become a suspect phone the Office of the Vice-
anger growing, he continued, that. book, knows who's using it preju Ice e JU ges-jurors ""
against Mark since the I'm in a criminal matter or of having - Preside, nt for Student Affairs and"I'll have you know I'm law .and where it is. Four - books are " -be' plication was that the only reason violated university regulations: insist that they provide you with
review. Also~my family is of such to wed 'exclusively in this Mark's friends were there would . 1.. Take it seriously. The assistanc~. And. make s!ll"e that
reknown that ABC has a soap building with only minor ex- be to harass Ms. Thrift later. University can fine' you up to .whoever IS helping you IS a law
opera named after them .... " His ceptions. Five-books, staff, and Sure enough, the judges ruled $300.00, immediately expel you student.Af~r all, the University
voice trailed off hopefully. . fellow users are to be respected. hat the. trial would be closed for from your dormitory, and impose t~~ the ~Ime and expense of
"Sir, I don't care who or what A Iibraryis a privilege to be Used, Ms. Thrift's testimony and 'open other sanctions (no matter how hirmg a thirdyear law student-to
you are. I'm only doing my job. I not abused." for other witnesses. petty) upon you. ". reoresent them:. . .
want the facts, just the facts." "Wait a minute. You said some After this third ridiculous 2. Do not speak 00 the 5: If you r~lve an ~Iection of
"Listen, you. I don't have 00 minor exceptions?" decision Mark and I felt that it University Investiagor-Prose- action ~orm whichr~Ires you to
stand for this," heretorted as his "Yes, sir,. exceptions," .. I would be best to plead guilty cutor, yourR.A., or R.D:, they plead innocent or guilty to the
face flushed with rage. "You've replied. "Rule4A allows staff, since he would most likely be are not your friends. When they c.harges, and you do not at that
got no rightto treat me like this." faculty, and designated law found guilty anyway, considering . start to ask you questions they' time have an attorney or a law
"Yeah, that's the way it always' review members. to check out the way the judges-jurers had . are. 'investigating a crime or. student to-represent you dem~nd
is. Everyone believes in what ."books." been ruling. We also did not want violation that you be given an extension
you're doing until it runs counter "Law Review?" he remarked, to antagonize the judges, which .3. In co~junction with No; 2, it is ~til the :University provid~ you
to their ambitions. Mine's a his astonishment outweighed might lead them to impose even true that the University does not .With assistance or you hire an
thankless job, yes; a dirty one, only by his glee. "Then you will greater sanctions on Mark.- . have to warn you of your rights, attorney. . . .
too. But, it's a job that must be . let me take my books." On -November 7th the but it doesn't mean you don't 6. If you-feel that this IS. ~
done. It's not one you do for ."No, sir." Residence Hall Court ordered the have any it just means they don't much trouble or too l~abs~lc
gratitude. You have 'to follow 'How's that?"., following:. have to ~arn you. So you do have remember that the unIversity
after people like a loyal puppy at "The forms, sir .. Rule 4B. I 1.A fine of $25.00for raising the .....the right to remain silent and the .may decide to turn over any
their beck and call. You have to . need to see your authorization." screen. right to be represented by iriformation they obtained to the
inteq~ret ~em, reshelve them; "~just, told yo,~ -I'm law 2. Expulsion from the residence someone of your, choice, in- Metropoiitari'Police Department
and, If you re lucky, you get to re~ew,~. m okay. '. _ halls. for a period of one year. .. eluding an attorney if you decide, or the information may be sub-
clean uP. the, ~sort~ garbage . That maybe, but the third Imposition of this sanction is to hire one. . poenaed. If what the university
they leave. On all sIde you ar~ f1~r has 00 clear all ch~-o~ts. suspended, pending a 4. Phone' the Legal Aid Bureau accw;es you of doing is a crime
accosted with 'Where's my WithOUt the,yell()w authorIZatIo~ probationary period also to run of G.W. (the University has· under, D.C. or Feder~l ~aw you
book? I need it now.!' So off I go car~,-~ can t let you out. SO'.~ from .one year from this date. stated that they have made may feel th~t I haven t gIve~ you
hunting for..abook some chump YO,~II~ustgoupthere~ndsee ..:.. . - ' .. '" "'enough adVice.
failed to reshelve.Damn •..my With pleasure, he m-
other responsibilities; .forget the terjectedand left. •
shifts the consolidations, the I looked over to BIll and nod-
acces~ions,and the like. Hunt ded. All in a day's wo~k.
down that book because he needs The story you tIave just read is
it. So why do'it? Maybe I'm'· true, more or less. Only the
crazy. People call you all sorts of . names were changed to protect
names,· everything but what you the guilty. In addition, we wish to
are - a Stackmaster," thank the individual involved
"Okay, Mr. Stackmaster, what. whose despicable; unsavory, and
do you suggest I do?" he asked criminal nature made this story
derogat~vely. possible,"
Bookn.et
from page 3
-~' .
AbortionWrite~In.·
Robert Michel (OL)
,Silvio Conte (MA)
B k .'Georg~ O'Brien (IL)-rooe, ....• SENATE
Pro right to choose
Warren MagnwOD (WA)
Robert Byrd (WV)
Ernest Hoolings (SC)
Birch Bayn (IN)',
Quentin Burdick (ND)
Clifford Case (NJ)
Edward Brooke (MA)
Charles McC. Mathias(MD>
Not voting:
John McClellan (AR)
Anti right to choose
William Proxmire (WI)
Thomas Eagleton '(MO)
Lawton Chiles (FL)
Milton Young (ND>
Richard Schweiker (PA)
Fact· sheets are available· in
Bacon and Stockton lounges and
.-- the Women's Lounge on the ~
second floor/of Stockton, The
Women's Legal Clinic in Room
103 Bacon will provide supplies
upon request.
. Please write .. '
frompage 1
natives, to supp'oriihe
Amendment. ,
We also urge anyone who
supports the Constitutional right
to choose and respects the health,
lives, and well-being of all
women, to write to the members
of the conference committee and
to her-his Representative and
Senators. A list of the conferees is
as follows:
HOUSE
Pro right to choose
David Obey (WI)
Edward Roybal (CA)
Louis Stokes (OR)
Not voting:
Neal Smith (lA)
Elford Cederberg (MI)
Anti right to choose
George Mahon (TX)
Daniel Flood (PA)
William Natcher (KY)
Edward Patten (NJ)
Joseph Early (MA)
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Due .Process
.the dangers of throwing objects
from a window into a publi
space. Said eSs"aywill be turned
into the University. Represen- ....
tative on or before November
18th, 1977, and will be approved
by the court (or returned for
modification). At that time the
Court will make the essay
available for publication and
distribution throughout the entire
University community.
Any violation of University rules
by Mark Mitten or his visitors or
his guests in the residence halls
will be considered a violation Of
this probation and may result in
the immediate imposition of the
_.above-mentioned expulsion from
the residence halls. .
3. Mark will write an essay of
not less than one page but not
more than two pages (typed,
~o_~le spaced) on the subject of
t!t4t.4:tt!tc!t~.~+*~4:t
EVERYA VAILABLEAID
FOR THE LAW.·STUDEN
- -
.GILBERT LAW SUMMARIES
BLACKSTONELA W SUMMARIES
LANDMARK LAW SUMMARIES
SMITH REVIEW _' NUTSHELLSERIES
'AMERICAN LEGAL CASE DIGESTS
CAMBRIDGE OUTLINES· HORNBOOKS
DISCOUNT PRICESAND
"COMPLETESELECTION
AT:....···,,·
iI WASrl~J8~KCO.
Tel. 785-0424
/
19~7Ey~St.,N.W.
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U.N.C.L.E. Vaughn is 'FDR',
by Ron Ostroff
The newspaper' advertisements announced. that
Robert Vaughn would be coming to the National
Theatre in a one-man show called FDR.But things
just didn't seem right.
The photo in the ad was a drawing of Vauglm as
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt complete with
closely cropped graying hair, fedora, and his will-
remembered pince-nez glasses and cigarette in its
holder. Except you couldn't see the white cigarette
against the white background of the advertisement.
All you saw was the holder in his mouth looking
somewhat like a golf tee. Vaughn's FOR was not
looking good. .
But that wasn't all. The whole idea of Vauglmas
· Roosevelt bothered me. Sure, they both were
. Democrats, but there, at first glance, I thought the
resemblance ended.
The Robert Vauglm I first remembered was a
dashing, suave man from U.N.C.L.E. Napoleon Solo
in a terribly dangerous jam in' the company of a
· beautiful woman, of course. In the midst of the
chaos, the undaunted secret agent excuses himselt,
takes out what looks like a fountain pen, opens it,
and fearlessly stares into space as he says "open
channel D."
They may have both been working in the service of
their country, but Napoleon Solo as the crippled
President Franklin Roosevelt? I couldn't imagine
it.
Then I remembered Vauglm's recent portrayal of
the vicious Haldeman-like Presidential aide in
Washington Behind Closed Doors. He was anything
buthumorous or nice. The Vauglm character in
Washington was a messy political hatchet man and
·Presidential protector.
Although this character was closer to an FOR
type <he WAS in the White House), he was really
much farther away. Roosevelt may have been hated
by many, but I still imagined him as more human
than the character Vaughn played in Washington
Behind Closed Doors.
It seemed impossible to try to make Robert
Vauglm into FOR. But it happened. And it worked.
The play opens to the lighting of a holdered
cigarette. With the spotlight small, all you can see
are hands, a match,a cigarette and a holder. The'
spotlight expands to reveal a' grinning Vauglm
seated in a wicker wheel chair trying to look like
Roosevelt.
As he rolls himself around the stage, and a
presidential desk, some Warm Springs, Georgia or
Hyde Park, New York chairs and tables, and a
- banquet table and podium float in, Vaughn speaks
to almost twenty persons. he has us imagine.
It is obvious thatVauglm has studied his subject
well, because he has' captured the cadence of
Roosevelt's formal speech, his manner ,some of his
voice and a little bit of his looks. Most importantly,
Vaughn has captured some of what it is like to be
crippled and to spend practically an entire life in a
wheelchair. When Vauglm stomps, with the aid of
two canes, from the front to the back of his wheel
chair and finally stands for a few seconds without
help, the audience cheers because they are sure
they have just seen a man with ten heavy pounds of
leg braces walk for the first time. His walk is that
real.
Despite his Rooseveltian garb, facial manner,
and inflectin, Vauglm's FDR still requires you to
further use your imagination to fill in the gaps of
. difference between what is Vauglm and what is
Roosevelt. ITyou are willing to try to allow Vauglm
to be FOR, he will be. But if you allow your
memories of the United Network Command for Law
Enforcement to color what you see, the figure,on
stage will be an aged, crippled Napoleon Solo with
crazed delusions of grandeur.
. Dore Senary's humorous and. touching script
makes Vaughn's FDR come alive. Some of the
incidents, stories and jokes are familiar, but with
Vaughn's delivery they still seem fresh.
When Schary has FOR talk about AlSmith, Will
Rogers, Sam Goldwyn and others, Vauglm imitates
their voices. At one point after the 1936 election,
Vaughn's FOR forces his top aides to listen to a
Roosevelt rendition of an All Landon convention
song, It is very similar to the singing of
"Congratulations Tom Dewey" by James Whit-
more's Harry Truman in Give 'Em Hell, Harry.
Both scenes-were well done.
The true test of Vauglm's Roosevelt came on
-.opening night. when he was saying that although
Wendell WIlkie wasn't a bad guy, he wasn't going to
let the Republican throw him out of the White
House.
"I didn't really mind Wendell Wilkie," said
- Vaughn. A single person's clapping echoed from the
audience. Vaughn chuckled. No, he cracked up and.
quickly followed with a retort. "Itwas the company
he kept that bothered me." The audience erupted lin
laughter.
Julian Bream: Fantastic.
by A. Lopez
Have you ever heard of
Francesca Da Milano, John
]joUland, LUys Milan, or Francis.
Cutting. Here's a hint: respec-
. tively they wrote "Three Fan-
tasias", "Loth to Depart", "Two
Fantasias from EI Maestro and
Tento", and "Walsinghams".
Give up? Don't fret, these
composers lived during the
middle ages and wrote these
pieces for the Renaissance Lute,
and if anyone besides Julian
Bream had tried to present these
.pieces I'm afraid they would
have botched the job. The pieces
were played by Mr. Bream as if
they had been especially written
for him.
Another plus for Julian Bream
was his almost instant rapport
with the audience, established
immediately when he announced,
"Would you please excuse me, I
seem to have forgotten my
music." His communication with
the audience was increased by
his practice of giving a brief
history of the composer.
The second half of the
program, in addition to works by
J.S. Bach and Mauro Giuliani,
contained a piece by Richard
Rodney Bennett which was :
scored for the guitar in 1968..
Introducing this modern music
into the program added' a
pleasant departure from the
classical pieces. Again Mr.
Bream had no trouble what-
soever. FiDal proof of the en-
joyment he brought to Kennedy
Center audience was when he
returned not for a single encore
performance but for three. If the
audience had had their way they
would have kept him there all
evening.
".
'A SPECIAL Dl!Y'
-- ._----
A Movie
To Forget
/
by Richard L~gi!!...
A Special Day, by Ettore SCola,
is not a special film. It opens on
that very "special" day in 1938
when Hitler visited Rome and
Mussolini declared a national
holiday. Newsreel footage of that
visit fills the first ten or so
minutes and it alone is
remarkably captivating.
The black-and-white fades and
color descends upon a Rome .
apartment house and finally into
the .window of the apartment
·. Sophia Loren (Antonietta) shares
· with her six children and' ,/
neglecting, abusive, sexist
husband. She i~ awakening and
preparing her family for the
festivities honoring Hitler. She
remains behind because there is
too much work, little of which we
see her do. " ,
Also left behind is the landlady
who sits in the courtyard and
plays her radio very loudly as it
transmits the. propagandically
· interpreted' day's events, mon-
taging them through our ears
with the story on the screen.
Antonietta's mynah bird ac-
cidentally escapes,' flying across
the courtyard to settle near the
window of the apartment oc-
cupied by Marcello Mastroianni
(Gabriele), also not at the
festivities. Gabriele is a radio
announcer recently fired from his
. .job for being homosexual.' He is
now packing for deportation. we:
first'see him agitated and con-
templating suicide - a gesture
ended by Antonietta's knock.
in his apartment, - where. an
aggressive Antonietta makes
love to a passive, somewhat
uninspired Gabriele.z
I have related the scenario
very sketchilly and perhaps even
.poorly, I credit this to the fact
that with Hitler in town all this .
apolitical tripe is irritating. I am
.usually a sucker for saccharin -
here offered in tablespoons - but
I found myself- more annoyed ....
than captivated. With the fuse to
world explosion kindled, I found
the smallness of Antonietta and
Gabriele's lives all the more
insignificant; with the knowledge
of how the war gobbled up my
own family I found the pettiness
of their plight exasperating. '
It is ..counterproductive and
ludicrous to-rdemonstrate the
power of a cap in the shadow of
an atomic bomb.
. which consisted of Kodaly's
. "Dances . from Marosszek" ,
Bartok's '''Two Portraitsv.. and
Chopin's' •Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra in F minor", the or-
chestra perform.ed _~d~ately.
The flaw which marred the per-
formances was the lack of verve
and empathy. Instead of putting
any character into the pieces the
Philharmonia Hungarica seemed
to let the music carry them along.
.Consequently, and especially
during the first two pieces, the
sound coming from stage was a
'bit flat and lifeless. However, the
final piece of the first half was
more to the audience's liking.'
Balient Vazsonyi played the
piano flawlessly. The oniy error
during the Concerto was when the
orchestra competed with, instead
of, complementing, the piano.
Fortunately these periods of
competition lasted for only
seconds when they occurred.
The second half of the program
was taken up by Dvorak's
"Symphony No. 9 in E minor,
(From the New World)". GREAT
- flaws which had marred the
first half dissappeared entirely.
Whether Peters had given a pep- .
talk or on their own they had
overcome the gremlins that had
plagued them is of no concern. All
that mattered is the emotion in
the work, which you could feel.
The string, wind, and percussion
sections came together in a
perfectly balanced presentation
- neither one attempting to
overpower the other two. In
short, it was a "Great New "
World."
.-----------~--:-------_.
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Reading .·Your .Way Through fheMovies
by Ron Ostroff , .
as the 'monster. When he foolishly refused, for best actress and Only one for best
Boris Karloff, a' relatively unknown bit . director.
Don't try to read Universal Pictures by . player ...was spotted and signed."Mter The Stars section consists of relatively
Michael G; Fitzgera.Id,766 pages, seeing Karloff as Shelley's monster, short biographies of major players at
Arlington H.ouse. $30, like. ~ou wo~d ~ despite what Firzgerald says, most people Universal, followed by a list of either their
good novel, m one or tw~ sittings. It s not will probably not be able to. imagine Universal films or all their films. Since the
that ~ of ~ook. It tries to. be a co~ •.. Lugosi in the role. author is more interested in what the star
prehensive Iilm encyclope<ha,and It./. During the 1930'S,Universal also made did for Universal rather than their entire
almo~t succeeds.. . The Mummy (932), The Invisible Man I life's work, W.C. Fields gets a list of dates,
T~ls ~efty, ~)lct~re-~acked v~lume (933), 'The Werewolf of London (935), a list of his four Universal films, and a one-
be~lns With ab~lef histon~al over-~ew of The Bride of Frankenstein (935), paragraph biography.
Umversal Studl?S from Itsfoun~ng by Dracula's Daughter (936),and others. .The short biographies are followed by a
~rl LaemmelIn .1912 as the Universal Late the studio produced The Wolf Man few pages of listings of performers who
F1lm Manufacturmg Company to the . (941), The Creature from the Black may have only appeared in a Universal
pres~t day. From there, the.author ta~es Lagoon (954),. and Abbott and Costello picture or two; The book woUld have been
a brief look. at several .different film meet every monster you've ever heard of. better off with fuller biographies em-
genres: _mU;Slcals, comedies, ~esterns, This section also includes a list of mono phasizing the performer's Universal days,
and horror fIlms. The problem With thesesters and films about them, and a page of 'but .examining the totality of the per-
sections is that they are far too short. A horror film lore explaining things like how former's work.
book could be· written ~bout each one of one becomes a wolfman, what it takes to Mter 200 pages, we finally get to the
them. Most -,ream:rs will want t~ know killDracula, and when the Mummy comes heart of the encyclopedia. Here is where
more than Just film names, brief plot to life. . ' ." Fitzgerald's hard labors become evident.
summaries, and a wee bit of commen~ry. The comedy section is good because of The rest of the volume examines every
The best sections concern horror films the persons involved in making comedies film the studio made between 1930 and
and comedies. Because the greatest for Universal,from Abbottand Costello, 1975, alphabetically, year by year. In-
horror films, the real classics, came from Ma and Pa Kettle (Marjorie Main and cluded are the technical credits and the
Universal, Fitzgerald has lots, to talk Percy Kilbride), and W.C. Ftelds to.Doris. complete cast lists.of performers and the
about. _ Day, Mischa Auer, Donald O'Connor, and parts they played. Even persons who were
In the horror section especially, the Francis the Talking Mule. ..' .. . only in scenes which. sere deleted are in-
anecdotes are fascina~g. Fitzgerald Next Fitzgerald takes up the awards and eluded.. .' . . .
explains that "In 1930 the studio '.signed the stars themselves. Since few films have The book will settle a lot of.arguments
LonChaney, Sr. to portray Count Draculabeen nominated and even a smallers- among film buffs over who played certain
in the film version of Bram Stoker's 1897. number have won oscars, this chapter is bit roles in some less than famous films .
novel. DraCUla, staged in 1927 on Broad- very short. To make the section and, The bcok also shows the change~ in
way (and now inrevlval). When Chaney Universal look a lot better all academy Universal from 1930,when over 100 films
died of chancer, the studio decided to use award nominations, not just winners, are (of lengths varying from ten minutes on
Hungarian-born ..Bela. Lugosi, who had listed. The winning entries are noted with up) were released, to 1976 when only six
created the role in the original Broadway ..an asterisk. films (all full length features) were turned
production. The film was so popular that As of 1975,Universal had collected only out. 1930brought.the classic All Quiet on,
the studio decided to use another classic three oscars for best picture (All Quiet on the Western Front, The King of Jazz and
horror novel Mary Shelley's Franken. the Western Front,·193O, Hamlet, 1948,and loads of cartoons and short films. 1976was
stein. with th~ intention of starring Lugo~i The Sting,1873), thre~ for.best.act~r, none inf~ted with a flock of turkeys including
. Family Plot, Gable and Lombard, Mid-.
way, and 'W.C. Fields and Me. But to say
that they don't make films like they used
to would be misleading. In recent years,
Universal also produced AIrport (1970),
'American Graffiti (1973), The Sting
(973), and Jaws (1975).
Another book which is inadequate
because it tries to "COvertoo much is The
A11·Americans by James Robert Parish
and Don E. Stanke, 448 pages, Arlington
HOuse, $20. '.
The All-Americans takes a look at seven
American film stars: Gary Cooper, Henry
. Fonda, William Holden, Rock Hudson,
Fred MacMurray, Ronald, Regan, and
James Stewart.
. The first, problem is that the authors
never tell how these men were selected,
what tlJey have in common, and why they
are considered all-Americans. They never
explain why John (the Duke) Wayne (an
all-American if there ever was one) is not
included.
The book is a collection of seven short
but profusely illustrated biographies
followed by- extensive filmographies of
each actor. Although the volume is well
researched, readers will feel cheated
because, aside from film plots and a little
about their early lives and marriages, we
never find out what the seven were really
. like.
Each of these gentlemen rates a full
book. To jam them together in one volume
is just· not good enough.
The All-Americans and Universal
Pictures suffer from the same flaw - the
authors overextend themselves by trying
to do too much. That error harms
Universal· Pictures and makes The· AU·
Americans practically worthless.
Notice: ·Next .Time"Jn ,English
The student' members of the
Committee. on Faculty
Recruitment, Appointment,
Tenure, and Promotion would
like to receive student comments
about and recommendations for
the Visiting Professorship which
must be filled for the academic
year 1978-1979.Nominees for the
position should be especially
qualified to teach Civil Procedure
and Torts; current teaching
activity is highly desirable. The
members can be reached at the
telephone numbers listed below
(evenings only):
Mark Bradner
Jan Johnson
Marjorie Watson
- by Ron Ostroff .
It's been five years since the break-in at the Democratic Nati~rial
Committee Headquarters.at Watergate. Still the books keepcormng.
But not one lias topped Woodward and Bernstein's AUThe President's
Men. i'~ew have even come close. . . .
Among those about in the middle of the Wat~gate book s~e,
between the Woodstein book and some'lesser lIterary efforts Just
primed for recycling, like The Women of Watergate, IS Stonewall-
The Real Story of The Watergate Prosecution by Richard Ben·Veniste
and George Frampton. Jr. 410 pages, Simon and S~uster, $11.95. ,
There are several reasons why the former aSSIStant prosecutors
effort is just fair. First, we've heard it almost all before. All that
.an one else can do is just give us some new details or humo~~s
an~dotes in between the bones of the skeleton of the no~-familiar
Watergate tale. . , the'
- Stonewall has a few decent anecdotes~ but hardly enough to keep
'volume from sinking with the weight of Its leadEm legalese.
52~7
337-2982
363-5377
.
Second and most importantly, the language of Stdnewall is faulty.
The authcirs use tw<KIollar words solely to impress or sound.I~~alistic
where a simpler fIfty-cent word would do. The authors critiCIZe the
legalese and gibberish of witnesses,. and yet indulge in the same
mistakes themselves. They write of a "time-frame," "proceeding
apace," and "true facts," which, of course, are the best type offacts to
have. .' '
Readers will get the feeling that the authors are not comfortable
writing in English and would be better off in legalese.
Looking away from the authors' problem with language, which is a
large defect to put aside, Stonewall is fairly interesting. That is, if
Watergate hasn't yet bored you to death. If you're new to.this genre,
Stonewali will seem like an excellent, although badly written cross
between a Perry Mason trial tale and a detective story. But if you're
familiar with the details of the Watergate epic, this new information in
Stonewall will probably not be interesting enough to keep you reading.
Unfortunately, the authors seem to bave forgotten that they were
writing a general interst trade book and not a legal brief._ ..
'Merton' at AST A·'
get Merton from the lit~le stO!e in makers are caricatures, well
by Ben Graham Simsburg to the casting dlrec- written and performed.
,. tors' office in Hollywood. The
ASTA (American society of time is well spent. The second Opening night had its typical
Theatre Arts) opened its seventh and third acts move delightf~ly. problems. A hand on a flat during
season in a new theatre on Merton is searching for serlO~ a fade out; a few too many
Capital Hill, October 28, urn. work. as an actor. Comedy IS shadows in the lighting design.
lV.erton of the Movies, a blasphemous. ~isions of an Minor things that are sure to be
comedy by George S. Kaufmmm idealistic youth quashed by the . ironed out as the. production
and Marc Connelly is an ap- realities of life. Kaufmann and continues through November 20th
propriate opener for the con- Connelly have writte~ so that. the at 507 8th Street, S.E. The set
verted Capital HiD Cinema. warmth of naivete IS touchmg, design was adequate. However,
and extremely funny. The pe~- the painting could use more
The first act labors under rti of the early movie perspective .. Changing the set
exposition. It takes a long time to sona I es
was at first disturbing, until one
realizes that the technique is med
to accentuate the chaos of a
movie set.
. The quality of the performance
exceeded expectations. Working
together as a group, the actors
complemented well. As Merton,
Lanny Thomas uses an immense
amount of energy to good effect.
One could single out all the
performers for something ex-
ceptionaL Suffice to say that
"Merton" is well performed:
Legal Typing and
Tranecrlption
Correcting-selectric or Mag
card. Experienced in styles and
forms. Deadlines met: inexpen-
sive rates: work guaranteed:
pick-up and delivery. Call
Cindi 931.7074 anytime.
ACADEMIC RESEARCH
All Subjects
Fast. pr( ''!Issional, lind proven quality.
Selld $' 0 for the current edition of our
220- pI ,8 mail order catalog,
(213) 477·1474
P.O. Box 25916·1. los Angeles. CA 9002~
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The Night Before Bakke
the computers'at star base one, up in 10years" as weUas the fun"wiIIwin.Andin regard to per-
My driver's permit had expired of travelling to D.C. ,. - sonal. preference for .....the
Dateline: 2:00 a.m., October 12, 13days prior. Uh-oh, it could be a About halfef the crowd seem., prevailing party, Bakke sym-:
1977 little sticky to talk my way out of to be law students. Some have pathizers would appear grossly
Assignment: Oral arguments this one. journeyed from Boston or outnumbered, or at least largely
before the Supreme Court in They spare me the trouble. Williamsburg or New "York but non-vocal..·
Regents of the University of "Hands on the bike and spread the majority are townies. There I retire to the knap-sack
California v. Bakke. 'em," they order. lam frisked are still about twenty dormant reserving my place in' line and
So what if the sun is down? In a and handcuffed. Uh-oh, whatever orange and blue cocoons at the lay back to try tocatch a little
little while it will be up again and is going on here would appear to base of the Court steps arid most shut-eye before the sun come up,
in a mere eight hours the chief beaheavy-dutyofficialbust.-Two sensibilities are dulled by the but before my brain waves go
justices of this land. will face a of them put me in their patrol car wait, but a growing awakening into an alpha pattern, somebody
decision that could ,affect the and 'sit guard while the other process seems to be apparent. I ahead yells "We're moving."
course of educational and em- three begin .assaulting my decide to interview a.few of those suddenly the human herd is
ployment opportunity for motorcycle. 'who appear to be: conscious, upright and three-abreast,
decades to come. Guiltily I advise the officers in the "What are you doing here?" I shuffling closer to the imposing
ignoring the textfuls of torts and cruiser that I will hold the inquire; armed with pencil and entranceway .. I glance up from
tenets to be tackled, I decided Metropolitan Police Department pad. "What?" says a bleary-eyed the sidewalk and the red-white-
that a dose of the real stuff would liable for any damages they law student from Georgetown. and-blue is gloriously' waving in /
bea healthy change, so Irollupa 'inflict·on my property. Unap- "Whyareyousittingonthisslab·,the breeze over the anxious
,blanket, grab a. casebook for preciate, they pass word, onto of marble at this ungodly hour?" spectators and their abandoned
security' and a candle' for light, their comrades and! decide to "Because! can't stand up any clusters of trash. For the final
and head for that final bastion of' backtrack one step in'our covert more, 'J her.eplies,realizing the three hours before the argument
appellate review. Why not sleep but progressing hostility and . impeccable absurdity of it all. I 0!1r comraderie brightens with
on the stairway of justice dutifully explain how to start my .proceed to a couple of black the daylight as the line in front of
tonight? My landlord has ~n-bike."Her name is Felice. She is professional students . from Us expands from the middle ...
structively evicted me anyway very sensitive; you be good to her. Catholic. law .. and 'Georgetown Everyone is worried that we will
for the purpose of making and she'll be good .to you. 'Key' med."We thought it was im- not get in but no one' decides to
reparation of my ceiling ~efore it 'straight up, gas valve straight portant to show our support," depart at this hour: Mter all,
becomes the sky, so off intothe down, clutch out." 'Theofficers,says one: "I want to predict the there are other fools behind us
darkness I blunder. .'. cannot believe I am for real. I judges' decision," advises the"
Happily aboard Felice,my cannot believe they nave nothing Pare-..hlaaWlfY_derO·zIeanPPrw'oaeachryag booUdPI'eOsf".c. 'p' r-of -"del Hu' -S'S'Osputtering oil-stalned motorcycle better to do.
and trustworthy companion of Soon I am taken to the' sprawled over each other in the ' '. . •. .... " ' ,.
many places past, 'I-roar down 'headquarters of the U.S. Capitol 'space of a sleeping bag.' by ShambuChopra United Nations, League of
.16th Streetinblatantviolation of Police Department and hand- .' ,They initially tell me they Iive::Professor Alessandra Luini del Lawyers. ProLdel Russo's name
the night's stillness; Incase! cuffed to a pipe in a small in- ., in the White Home but J soon Russo is both a law professor at has beerisubmitted . for
decide to pretend-to be a public terrogation room. ThereT WiII discover that we are classmates Howard University and "the nomination to the U.S .. Supreme
reporter of the morning's ac- remain for the next three hours. at G.W: They have been.waiting . 'director- of the Program of Court. She is a multi-linguist and
tivities Thave my camera in The room is vibratieg from the since 10:00 p.rrr- of the night International Law of Human at home .in six .major European
cargo and I soon stop at the all- residual karma of others who 'before so I congratulate' their Rights. She is a Professorial languages. ._
night drug store at Thomas Circle have sat chained by the hand. A '. dedication and wish them good Lecturer at the National Law- Prof. del Russo has been
to re-fuel its magic, memory thousand cubby holes surround' luck in the last lap.' Fiva.hours Center and teaches an advanced singularly responsible "for .
chemicals. Sorry,'eight dozen me, each -containing a small . hence they will be the last of the course on the International Law establishing, developing, and
varieties of, .other little yellow stack of another variety of, the People to gain entrance to the of-Human Rights.., teaching the law of human rights
. packes and lJ wide assortment of -pre-printed forms that facilitate show: ''': ..... , 'Prof. del Russo.was the first at Howard U"At the' NLC, she
sinners of the flesh pa;ted guard Uiis enforcement folly. Tam·,--There area number of Hill woman to receive the L.L.M., teaches the law of International
outside, but no 35 mm film. Oh given Miranda rights but I speate . interns present, representing a aegr~ from GWU, which she Human Rights which "seeks to '
well, it's too dark now anyway. freely since there is little to say broad'variety of, backgrounds completed in· 1949, Previously, make a global approach to the
As I cruise past the chamber that would get me in any deeper. and -destinations. A chemistry shecompletedbothherPh.D.and stUdy of human rights." Her
entrance to survey the situation , My expired license says I'm out- 'major explains that he has never her S.J.D. in comparative legal method ofteachingthis field is to
before parking, ltliscover to my of-state,my wallet says I don't, 'seen a Supreme Court caSe' history.' - . make a. "regional analysis of
amazement that the steps of the have' bail, the' officer says· I'm .before. Anuther near the front of Prof. del Russo has' a' world- . common human rights problems
Supreme Collrt are already goillg to jail:.. .., the line is huddled with a friend to wide reputation. In. 1959-61, she: all over the world and to firid
covered with perhaps a hundred ,A little after 5:00 a.m. the combat the morning chill. He was Attorney General for the solutions while keeping in view
other law-erazed venturers into forms are finally. completed and looks particularly wasted so I ask U.S. Commission on' Civil Rights. the particular circumstances
the night. If may already be too' I'm transferred to the First how he feels. "It's kind of brisk She is also a member of. the ,existing in anygiveh place."
late to get i~! Negative such District Substation cellblock. The out, here and' I feel super," he
pessimism. I turn left to cop at the front desk appears '. reSponds, with great enthusiasm
disembark and notice a scooter- ambivalen~ and' .. begins .but drooping eyelids. He has been
cop taking interest in my, discmsing citation release but at sitting there for 12 hours. Around
mechanism 'of- movement.. .'He this point I can only wonder-.~hy .the corner; a .jacketed attorney :.-
pulls up next to me at the stop he doesn't talk to the arrestillg from the Justic.:e Department From page 3 should contaCt Dan ulStenger at"
il d d h . t . I Rou'g'e', LA"70~08. ' 979-9563or Steve Sch tz at 524-light but remains s'ent an oes officer, I've already read the refers tot e grea· SOCIa ,)
not appear.to desire our en- .ABA recommendations. At long significance' of ,this landmark ,The International LegaI896~. Ap~lication for~s are
. counter. "Do you want me to pull , last the PD 799 is completed and case and an undergrad from A.U. Exchange Program Committee avaIlable m the SBA OffIce, 3rd
over?" I ask, after glancing at his the police unleash me into. the tells me he's only in it for. the (lLEX) of the ABA Section of Floor' of Bacon Hall on the b~k
expressionless acknowledgement street. Felice is still impourided, grade. A girl sitting cross-legged International Law' has utilized shelv~. The ABA-LSD. Bulletm
of my ptesence. "Pull'over," the buf the defenders of liberty knitting says she is a D.C. bar . students in the Washington, D.C .. Board ISlocated on the.lst fl~r of
response. decide. to grant my final plea. member who lives in Washington area in recent years to serve as . Stockton near the maID staIrs.
At this juncture I realize that I ,They drop me ,off a few blocks and wants to s~ something hosts and' hostesses "for
had neglected to turn my light from. the Supreme Court- and historic. . distinguished foreign lawyers
back on after the fIlm stop. Db- onward· I stride. . Four uniformed steelworkers and judgesvisittng the U.s,
oh, here comes a ticket. Feigning I stake my place at the end of. from Pittsburghvigorously extoll The students answe~ basic
continuing innocence in my effort the line, which has now stretched the virtue· of' promotion by questions about the U.S. legal
to avoid a fIne, I quietly ponder. around the corner, perhaps 150 seniority rather' than racial quota system while accompanying the
"What seems to be the trouble, heads long. Soon I am salld- . and a long-time Vice Principalin foreign visitors to appointments
officer?" He steps off his cYcle wiched between two pre-dawn Prince George's County tells me with American lawyers and
.and after briefly surveying my backgammon games and I decide . she thinks. the case will be judges. .
sobriety, he advises me that lam to undertake systematic crowd remanded without a significant· Interested law students should
totally in the dark. "Thank you, pbservation to keep my internal determination by the high court. contact Katherine Ebert, ILEX,
officeI"'. I appreciate your stop-, fluids flowing while I attempt ,to A recent graduate waiting for the 1819 H Street, N.W., Suite 310,
ping me." Not good enough. Soon determine the state of being of results of the New York bar Washillgton, D.C. 2ססoo. ..
there are two other scooters on my sidewalk ,cOmpanions. The exam discusses the pivotal Students interested in knowing
the scene and an apparent four gentlemen at the head of the nature of the case and another· how they can be active in other
chief tan in a squad car quickly line proudly inform me that they lady states, "I'm here because ABA Sections should contact
pulls to' a halt behind me. have, been waiting since 4:00p.m.· I'm a black woman." Marvin Dallg, ABA-LSD Circuit
"Driver's license and of the previous afternoon. They I conclude my off-the-cuff Governor, 126021st Street, N.W.,
registration," they demand. The are law students from the prediction survey and it's the No. 800, Washillgton,D.C~ 20036
gig's up. The fuz7 have University of Virginia motivated University over Bakke 'by a (659-3834). -
surroimded meo'and thf 'begin primarily by their desire to three-ta-one margin, with a full Students interested in joinillg
their radio communication with, witness "the biggest case to come third of the sample not sure who _the ABA-Law Student Division
by Dana Dembrow
"
. and their number is increasing.
Soon'there are real reporters
on the scene, armed not with
simple lead and .papyrus but
sophisticated video equipment.
with crews of technicians and
'directors with elecfonic audio
remembering machines dangling
from their shoulders. Everybody
is getting interviewed and
photographed and trying to
contribute meaningfully. to the
.debate butour primary interest
isgetting inside and that prospect
looks dimmer as the reels roll on.
.At 10:00 a.m, a handful of guards
are trying to control a pushy mob
of disappointed devotees as only
60 or 70 of our, number gain ad-
mission to the. high chamber.
"It's not fair,". cries someone
who has been waiting for ten
hours. "Why should there be
reserved places? I have as much
aright to get in as anybody!" The
pigmentation of the speaker's
skin was dark, if it makes any
difference. I don't think anybody
heard him at all. '
ABA'!LSD News'
Notice:
The Committee on Computet
Assisted Legal Research has
recommended that NLC accept a
contract with Mead Data Central
for the installation of a'LEXIS
terminal in the law library. The
installation would be completed
over Christmas break.
Prof. Banzhaf has formally
requested the Committee on
Scholarship to make a recom-
mendation to the faculty at the
November meeting on his
pr9posals to modify the existing
IanonymoJlS grading system. Such
Ia recommendation is generally
equired before the full faculty
tNill be willing to act.
